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CHAPTER I 
Purposes and Uses 
Originally, t he primary motive for this study was to ftlrnish a 
body of test items b 1 American History for use in t he junior high school. 
However, as the project developed, the writer found that the experience 
gained in the actual construction of the items as well as the discussions 
of these items with his faculty advisor, also became significant purposes. 
This, in turn, led to an extensive examination of the various authorities 
in measurement and in the social studies. 
It should be stated at the outset that due to the limitations of 
time and space the aim that has predominated throughout tl1is project has 
been the calling forth of ! Reasoned Understanding of certain basic facts 
by the pupils. However, this writer desires to mention other essential 
aims and objectives in the teaching of history. 
The report of the Committee on American History in Schools and 
Colleges states that Americans should know t heir history because: 
"History makes loyal citizens, because memories of conunon 
experiences and common aspirations are essential ingre-
dients in patriotism. 
History makes intelligent vot ers, because sound decisions 
about present problems must be based on knowledge of the 
past. 
History makes good neighbors, because it teaches toler-
ance of individual differences and appreciation of 
varied abilities and interests. 
"History makes stable, well-rounded individuals, be-
cause it gives them a start toward tUlderstanding the 
pattern of society and toward enjoying thf artistic 
and intellectual production of the -past." 
The unique im~ortanee of history i~ based not on its obj~ctives, 
which are eommon to other school subjects, but on its method.s and materials. 
History relates the social experience of .our people in concrete and detailed 
form. It deals with specific and unique events instead of with averages and 
abstractions. History arranges its materials in chronological ord.er, and 
thus naturally leads to the stressing of the concepts of change and continu-
ity, of development and decay. In short, history attempts to present the 
facts of social experience in the same form and order in which the facts of 
individual experience occur. 
history: 
Edger J3ru.ce \'lesley l ists the following objectives in studying 
"(1) 
( 2) 
(3) 
(4) 
( 5) 
( 6) 
( 7) 
( S) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(ll.J.) 
(15) 
To develop an appreciat i on of our social heritage. 
To learn the tecr~iques of finding materials. 
T6 learn the ·historical method. 
To develop a love of historical reading. 
To develop a scientific attitude. 
To develop the capacity of suspended judgment. 
To acquire a perspective for understanding eon-
temporary issues. 
To learn the facts necessary for an understanding 
of current writings and discussions. 
To acquire a sense of time. 
To. understand relationships. 
To understand generalizations. 
To develop a. reasoned basis for t>a,triotism. 
To ~roa.de~ and extend interests and sympathies. 
To facilitate the process of synthesizing. 
To learn and understand instances of social, 
economic and political processes. 
1. The Report of the Committee on American History in Schools and Colleges, 
Ameriea.n Ristor;v- in Schools~ C(')lleges, The American Historical Association 
The Mississippi Valley Historical Associa.ti:on, The l~ati ona.l Council for the 
So~ial Studies~ Edgar ]. Wesley, Director, The Macmillan Company. New York; 
1944, Che.-p. II, t>'P. 14-24. 
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(16) To develop intelligent citizenship. 
(17) To promote international understanding. 112 
However, undue stress upon specific objectives leads to dis-
jointed procedures and to the obscuring of larger and more fundamental ob-
I jectives. Fortunately, the trend of thinking in the social studies is 
II 
II 
I 
toward larger objectives. In fact, the cllief value of studying objectives 
is the inevitable widening of the teacher 1 s social interests. These inter- I 
ests lead, in turn, to an intensified interest in the psychological powers 
and social possibilities of pupils. Objectives properly conceived are pur-
poses, aims, ideals, values or directions that have social approval and 
educational possibilities. It seems that the phraseology mru{eS little fun-
damental difference. . 
The important issue is not the form of statement but the sincerit11 
with 'vhich teachers and pupils accept them, and the efforts lvhich they ex- . 
pend to mru{e progress tO'\vard their realization. 
Although this reservoir of test items includes only the multiple-
choice form of question, there are several other types of objective ques-
tions which should be mentioned. These are, according to Robert L. Ebel: 
(1) The short-answer form. This form is characterized 
by the presence of a blank in lvhich the examinee 
writes the kind of ans,.,rer called for by the direc-
tions. Three varieties of the short-answer form 
are: 
(a) The question variety, i.e., 
Who invented the cotton gin? __________ __ 
(b) The completion variety, i.e., 
The Pilgrims landed in America 
in the year • 
, (c) The identification or associa-
\t tion variety. 
• I -;:2~.-~E~d-g-ar-;::Br-u--ce---:\~·'le-:l;-s-e-y-,--::T:;-=e::.::a::.::c~h:...;ing....:..;:;=-:;S:-=o;.::c~i-=-alo::--:::S~tu-d":'1-:-. e-s--1:-. n--=H~i::-gl~l--=s=-c"':"h_o_"!:'l-s-,--=p-ar-t~I~I-,-
Chap. VII: Boston; D. C. Heath and Co., Third Edition; 1950. 
Mter each city, \Yrite the state in which 
it is located. Detroit, ______________ __ 
Chicago, ______________ __ 
Seattle, ______________ __ 
(2) The true-false forra. This form consists of a 
statement to be judged true or false. There are 
five varieties to this form: 
(a) The true-false variety. This variety 
consists of a declarative statement 
that is true or false. 
(b) The right-lvrong variety. This variety 
consists of a sentence or other expression 
that is to be marked right or wrong, de-
pending upon whether it is correctly or 
incorrectly written. 
(c ) The yes-no variety. This variety consists 
of a direct question t hat is to be answered 
yes or no. 
(d) The correction variety. In this variety, the 
examinee is directed to make every false 
statement true by suggesting a substitute 
for the underlined \-vord. This variety combines 
selection of responses with the supplying of 
responses to some items., i.e., 
The use of steam revolutionized transporta-
tion in the 17th century. 
(e) The cluster variety. This variety consists 
of an incomplete item \'lith several suggested 
completions, each of lvhich is to be judged 
true or false. 
(3) The Hkttchi ng form. The matching form of objective 
test exercise consists of a list of premises, a list 
of responses, and directions for matching one of the re-
sponses to each of the premises. Names, dates, terms, 
phrases, statements, portions or a diagram, and many 
other things are used as premises. A similar variety 
of things may be used for responses. The distinction 
bet\veen premise and response is purely formal. 
Tl ese are the instructions to be follmved in using the forms 
viously mentioned: 
I' pre- ~~ 
I 
I, 
l==========,]p'========================~================================================~'!========= 
I II 
II 
li 
' )\ 
====u======~=========================================== l 
I 
II 
il 
Short-Answer Form 
1. Use the short-answer form only for questions t hat 
can be anslvered by a unique \vord, phrase, or munber . 
A test composed exclusively of short-ans\ver items 
is almost certain to over-emphasize vocabulary. I t 
is probably safe to observe that written tests in 
general, both essay and objective, have ahrays 
placed too great a premium on vocabulary and too 
little upon other important aspects of achievement. 
2. Do not borrow statements verbatnn from context and 
attempt to use them as short-answer items. llln.biguity 
of the item and perplexing variations in the answers 
are almost certain to result from this procedtrre. 
3. Mru~e t he question, or t he directions, eA~licit. The 
i t em should make it clear whether it is a year, a 
place, a person or a number that is required. Avoid 
such indefinite questions as 
a. \.Vho was George \vashington? 
b. Where did Columbus land? 
4. Give no clue, such as "Colonel , 11 , 11Fort ___ ,", 
or 11 King 11 or by using 11 a11 or 11 an. 11 
5. Allow sufficient space for pupil answers, and arrange 
t he spaces for conveni ence in scoring. It is fre-
quently convenient t o have all the blruru~ s in a singl e 
column at either the l eft or t he right margin of t he 
examination paper. 
6. Avoid a series of puzzling blruru~s, e.g., 11 In the 
year , set our from lfith 
..,..... __ ships and men." Assm!ling that the 
i t em refers to Columbus, one can answ·er for the 
third blank, 11 Spain11 or 11 Palos11 or 11Europe . 11 For 
the fourth blank one can anslver 11 frail, 11 11 small," 
11 unsemvorthy, 11 or 11 three. 11 For the l ast blank one 
can answer any one of t wo or three numbers for wb~ch 
t here is some aut hority. 
True-False Form 
1. Base true-false items only on statements lvhich are 
true or false without qualifications. This form 
is usually an unfortunate type to use in t he so-
cial studies. If a statement is unequivocal ly true 
or unquestionably f alse, it is either of no impor-
tance or it can be tested for in other forms t hat 
are more economical and satisfactory. If it deals 
with significant materials or fundamental points, it 
5 
I 
II 
I 
is probably neither true nor false. The soundness 
of these observations lv.ill appear by examining three 
illustrations: 
a. Jamestown was settled in 1607. T.F. 
Obviously, this is an uneconomical and unreliable 
form :for finding out if the pupils lrnovT the date. 
b. The cause of the American Revolution 
\vas taxation '\vithout representation. T .F. 
This item is patently not only inadequate but also 
misleading in its implications, for it is neither 
true nor false. 
c. The President has no direct part in the 
passing of a lmv. T .F. 
This item is a hopeless confusion. The lvord 11 direct11 
'\rill have to be defined; the '\vord 11 la\v11 may be in-
terpreted as 11 bill1' ; the \mole item may be viewed 
from a standpoint of the process. It deserves no place 
in a social studies test. These illustrations have 
indicated the greatest difficulty in making true-
false items in the social studies. There are few state-
ments beyond t hose dealing w·ith simple facts and pro- · 
cesses .that .are wholly or even approximately true or 
false. And this problem of truth arises in connec-
tion with much of the historical material. The modi-
fications of the true-false form have improved it but 
slightly. Perhaps the use of true-false statements 
as a basis for testing attitudes is justifiable, 
especially \vhen the three reactions 11 agree, 11 
"disagree, 11 and "uncertain" are called for. HOlvever . 
sound the true-false type may be in other fields, 
the social studies teacher lvill probably make better 
tests if he avoids it altogether. 
,I 
II 
I 
lj 
I 
'I 
I 
2. Avoid the use of sentences borrowed from texts or 
other sources as true-false items. Very few text-
book statements, when isolated from context, are com- I 
pletely and absolutely true. Horeover, many of I 
them are of value chiefly as supporting or clari-
fying material and are not li1 themselves highly 
II significant. Finally, in many cases the meaning of 
an isolated sentence is not clear. The difficulties \ 
involved in borrmving statements for use as true-
false items may be illustrated in the following 
examples: 
6 
a. \vorld \\far II lvas fought in Europe and 
the Far East. 
b. A remarkable transaction occurred toward 
the end of the reign of Constantine the 
Great. 
Item a is true so far as it goes, but is not com-
pletely true, for it fails to mention Africa, the 
Atlantic, ru1d other battle areas. Item b is 
clearly introductory and has no inherent signifi-
cance. 
Hatching Form 
The matching type of item is suited to the testing of 
specific information, especially in those cases in lvhich 
complete recall is not expected. It is also useful in 
testing for the recognition of relationships and for 
the ability to classify data under the proper categories. 
The matching may involve munes and achievements, causes 
and effects, dates and events, places and areas, or ru1y 
of those situations that involve relationships. Hatching 
exercises are easy to make, and can be scored lvith entire 
objectivity. 
Instructions: 
'I 
\' I 
I 
1. Group only homogeneous premises and homogei1eous responses' 
in a single matching item. 
2. Use relatively short lists of responses. Seldom 
should more than five alternate responses be sug-
gested for a given group of premises, for it is 
difficult to maintain homogeneity in a long list 
of responses. Long lists of responses reflect con-
centration on one aspect of achievement, \vhich pre-
vents proper distribution of emphasis on all aspects. 
With fe>v responses, little time need be lvasted in 
hunting for a proper response. The examinee may even 
fix the responses in mind, so that his only problem 
is that of reading each premise and deciding >vhich 
response best applies to it. 
3. Arrange premises and responses for . maximum clarity 
and convenience to the examinee. In general, it 
is desirable to use tl1e longer, more complex state-
ments as premises, to arrange them at the left, and 
to mmlber them as independent items. The responses 
should be arranged in order, if any logical basis 
for order exists, to simplify the task of matching. 
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4. The directions should clearly explain the intended 
basis for matching. 
5. Do not attempt to provide perfect one-to-one matching 
bet1.veen premises and responses. The same response may 
be used for more than one premise. The examinee then 
w·ould not be given an irrelevant clue to one correct 
response. 
6. Do not use the matching test form for isolated facts. 
REQUll®iENT S FOR lVRITTI'iG GOOD ITEMS3 
I. The item~vriter must have thorou~ mastery of the subject 
matter being tested. The term 11mastery of subject matter, 11 as here used, 
has broad connotations. Not only must the item 1.vriter be acquainted 1vith 
the facts and principles of the field, but he must be fully a1•1are of their 
implications, which is to say that he must understand them. He should be 
a1.v-are of popular fallacies and misconceptions in the field. This is par-
ticularly necessary in the construction of items that provide suggested re-
sponses, ru1d therefore require incorrect responses which appear plausible 
to the poorer examinees. 
II. The item lvriter must possess a rational and lvell-developed 
set of educational values (aims or objectives) \vhich so direct his thinking 
that he tends continually to seek these values in all his educational ef-
forts. 
III. The item 1vriter must understand, psychologically and educa-
tionally, the individuals for lvhom the test is intended. He must be famil-
iar enough with their probable levels of educational development to adjust 
the difficulty of his items appropriately, and to knmv 1vhat lvill constitute 
plausible distractors for multiple-choice items. He must have enough in-
sight into their probable mental processes, 1vhen confronted ~vith various 
types of questions, to avoid runbiguity, irrelevant clues to correct re-
sponses, or the measurement of extraneous abilities. 
IV. The item 1vriter must be a master of verbal communication. 
Not only must he Imovr ~vhat 1vords mean and insist on using them with precise 
meanings, but he must also be skilled in arranging them so that they commu-
nicate the desired meaning as simply as possible. Ahvays, he must be criti-
cally a1vare of various possible interpretations which the examinee may make 
of the 1vords and phrases in the item. 
V. The item 1.vriter must be skilled in handling the special tech-
nique of item-writing. Obviously, he needs to be familiar with the types 
8 
and varieties of test items, and with their possibilities and limitations. 
But, excellence in item 'Writing demands more than this. It demands imagi-
nation and ingenuity in the invention of situations that require exactly 
the desired knowledge and abilities. It demands ability to identify the 
I crucial element in each problem situation, so that the corresponding item 
\v.ill be as direct and concise as possible. Most of all, it demands the 
skill and judgment that come only with experience. In test construction, 
as in other fields, the author must usually learn by \Yriting. 
The basis for selecting items \vas the content of the textbooks in 
use in the 'vriter's classes, i.e., Kelty's The Beginnings of t b.e American 
People and Nation and The Grolvth of the lunericau People and Nation. 4 and the! 
course of study in United States history for grades seven and eight in the 
Boston Schools. 
The correct response to each item in the reservoir is indicated in 
parentheses follO\ving the item number and preceding the introductory state-
ment. 
All of the items in this reservoir are of the multiple-choice var-
iety. Edgar Bruce 'ivesley says, "For the social studies teacher, the mul- · 
tiple-choice type is perl1aps the most useful of all objective test forms. 
It can b e used in testing for information, for the understanding of concepts 
and relationships, for the ability to discrinrlnate, and for other insights 
and abilities. Thi s form is pertinent where approximation rather than exact 
information is expected •11 6 
3. Ebel, op. cit., pp . 186-188. 
4. Mary G. Kelty, The Beginnings 2f. the American People ~ Nation, Ginn 
Company, Boston, 1947. 
5. Hary G. Kelty, The Grotlth of the American People and Nation, Ginn and 
Company, Boston, 1947. 
6. Edgar Bruce Wesley, Teaching ~ Social Studies, Chap. XY~II, pp. 570 -
573, Boston, D. c. Heath and Co . , 1942. 
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Example: Item No. 141 - : (1) The Louisiana Purchase increased the terri-
tory of the United States by; (1) 100 per cent 
(2) 25 per cent 
(3) 50 per cent. 
The multiple-choice form should be sparingly used to t est for specific in-
formation. The form is useful, hmvever, in those cases lvhere recognition, 
rather t han recall is expected. For example, Item No. 477 of t his project 
reads; 
(3) The South 1\merican country with lvhich the United States has had the 
least satisfactory relations during the past decade is 
(1) Brazil 
(2) Chile 
( 3) .Argentina. 
The introduction to Bulletin ~· .§. of the National Council for the 
Social Studies, Selected ~ Items in American History by How·ard R. Ander-
son and E. F. Lindquist; September 1947, states that the multiple-choice 
item is especially valuable for diagnostic purposes, as it is capable of lo-
eating hi ghly specific deficiencies in teaching and learning. 
H. A. Greene, A. N. Jorgensen, and J. R. Gerberich state: 
"The multiple choice items are readily, t hough not necessarily 
easily, adaptable to the measurement of discri minative po>ver, 
influential reasoning, i nterpretative ability, reasoned under-
standli~g, generalizing abilit y and other types of outcomes de-
riving from t he pupils ability to apply and use facts. They 
are not difficult for pupils to understand and use. They are 
highly objective and cru~ be readily scored. Multiple-choice 
items are lvidel y adaptable t o subject matter. Hm..,ever, the 
necessity for finding at least tw·o plausible responses to go 
with the correct completion some\Vhat limits the applicability 
of the item form lvithin the subject field. 
1.:0 
11 The incorrect answers pupils give to simple recall items often 
serve as excellent incorrect alternatives if the item is con-
verted to multiple-choice form. The basic m1d probably the 
most connnon multiple-choice form is that in \v'hich the correct 
completion is to be selected by the pupil from the three to 
five \vhich are furnished for an incomplete declarative sentence." 
E. F. Lindquist says, "Good testing, as \vell as good teaching, 
should penalize rote learrdng rather than place a premium upon it. A good 
test, in this respect, is one in lvhich, among other things, the instructor 
has assiduously avoided the use of textbook language or of the stereotype 
and 'catch ' phrases or pat verbalizations lil(ely to be acquired by the rote 
learner. u8 
11 The multiple-choice form is Hidely applicable. An item 
presented in short-answer, true-false, or matching form can 
always be converted into one or more multiple-choice items. 
Frequently this conversion improves the effectiveness of the 
item. Since there is onl y one correct response which an 
examinee can make to a multiple-choice item, the difficulty 
and subjectivity of scoring which plague the short-answer 
form are avoided. Since the multiple-choice form is 
adapted to the best-answer approach, it avoids the am-
biguity associated lvith the application of a standard of 
absolute truth, \vhich constitutes the chief wearness of 
the true-false form. Since each multiple-choice item may 
be independent, the problem of finding a number of parallel 
relationships, which frequently causes difficulty in 
matching form, may be avoided."9 
The uses to \mich the items in this project are to be put are: 
(1) Study exercises calling for pupil defense of choices made 
through class discussion, in order to discover not only which 
response is correct, but more important, 1vhy it is correct. 
7. Harry A. Greene, .P.lbert M. j 0rgensen, J. Raymond Gerberich, Heasurement 
~ Evaluation !!! the Secondary School, Chap. VII, pp. 177-178: New 
York; Longmans, Green and Co., Inc., 1943. 
8. E. F. Lindquist, Encyclopedia of Educational Research, ".Achievement 
Tests, 11 page 1288; edited by Walter S. Honroe, 1940. 
9. Robert L. Ebel, pp . 209 - 210. 
----====~==============================================~ir====== 
An analysis of Item No. 179: 
(3) The most important motive behind the continuous movement of 
pioneers to the frontier was the 
(1) eagerness for adventtrre 
(2) hostility toward the Indians 
(3) desire for cheap and fertile land. 
lrould reveal that the romantic aspects of pioneer life, i.e., adventure, 
conflict with the Indians, play a secondary role to the economic situation 
on the frontier. 
The second use to \vhich these items will be put is an analysis of 
the responses of specific items, which \vould provide a basis for remedial 
teaching and learning. 
An example of the foregoing statement is found in Item No. 177; 
(3) The expansion of the United States did not involve 
(1) \var with a neighboring nation 
(2) conquest of a backward people 
(3) maintenance of large military forces. 
A preponderance of incorrect responses to this item would indicate 
that the pupils \vere confusing t he present preparedness measures with the 
absence of a large-scale military establishment which \vas true throughout 
most of our history. 
A third use is the testing for understanding of concepts and re-
lationships. 
Item No. 65 is an example of this: 
(2) The English colonists objected less te import duties than 
to direct taxes levied by Parliament because 
(1) import duties protected growing colonial inc:lu3 tries 
(2) import duties were considered a necessary part of 
Parliament 1 s right to regulate trade 
(3) the sole purpose of import duties was to raise revenue 
It would be necessary for the pupil to understand the then exist-
ing relat i onship of the colonists to the Empire in order to select the 
correct response to this item. 
The fourth use will be exercises testing the ability to ditlcrimi-
nate. 
For example: Item No. 381, which reads: 
(3) the early anti-trust laws attempted to protect the public 
against big business by 
(1) establishing government regulation of wages, hours 
and prices 
(2) encouraging government ownership of business 
(3) strengthening competi.tion in the business world. 
In order to answer this item correctly, the pupil would have to 
distinguish between government's relation to business at t.he turn of the 
century, the situation tod.ay, and socialist theory. 
A fifth use would. result through the saving of time, which will 
enable the teacher to evaluate other objectives of instruction; ie., atti-
tudes, qualities of character and personality. 
The following principles for constructing multiple-choice test 
items were adhE>..red to: 10 
10. Harry A. Greene, Albert N. Jorgensen, J. P~ymond Gerberich, Measurement 
and Evaluation in ~ Secondary School; Cha~ter VIII, pp. 188-190; 
193-194, Longmans, Green and Company, Inc., 1943. 
I Rules gove1ning good language expression should be observed. 
II Difficult 1.;ords should be avoided. General vocabulary 1vords 
should be adapted to the level of the pupil 1 s ability. 
Choose the simpler of t1vo \vords when in doubt. For example, 
11 prevent 11 for 11 hinder," "reason" for 11 factor, 11 "pardon" for 
"amnesty." 
III Textbook wording should be avoided. Item No. 121: The t hird 
response, 11 a policy of neutrality 1vas best for the country, 11 
was substituted for, "a policy of neutrality promoted the best 
interests of the country. n 
IV .Ambiguities should be eliminated. Item No. 138 1vas changed fro p.: 
(2) 11~ early~ of transportation in our country was 
(l) canals 
(2) roads and turnpikes 
(3) railroads 
to, 11 An i mportapt ~. of transportation in our country from the Revolu-
tion to the War of 1812 \vas, etc. 
V Items in which the introductory statement gives a1vay the ans1ver 
not be used. 
VI Clues and suggestions should be avoided. Item No. 228 reads 
(2) Nel'/ Orleans, in the early years of the 19th century, \vas important to 
the \vestern settlers mainly because it \vas a 
(1) manufacturing center 
(2) seaport 
(3) market for agricultural products. 
Nothing in t he introductory portion \vould indicate that Ne'v Orleans \vas lo-
~t4 
cated on the sea. 
VII Items which can be answ·ered by intelligence alone should not 
be included. 
VIII Response positions should preferable be ali~1ed. 
I X As much of the statement as possible should occur in the in-
troductory portion. 
X Alternative answ·ers should all be stated in correct gramma-
tical style. 
XI Incorrect alternatives should be plausible . Item No. 106: 
(1) The reason given for summoning a convention to meet in Philadelphia 
in 1787 w-as to 
(1) amend the Articles of Confederation 
(2) frame a new constitution 
(3) elect a president. 
Each of these alternatives is closely related to the tenn "convention." 
XII All items should ordinarily have the same number of alter-
nate answ·ers. 
XIII Alternate at1s1vers should ordinarily occur at the end of the 
statement. 
XIV Ans\vers should be required in a highly objective form. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
A RESERVOIR OF TEST ITEMS FOR JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
.ANERICAN HISTORY 
UNIT I 
Exploration and Discovery 
('fo 1607) 
(3) The Portugese, in the second half of the fifteenth century were 
seeking a water route to India because; (1) the Turks had closed the 
old routes, (2) the Spanish had proved it possible to reach the East 
by sailing westward, (3) an all-water route would make possible great 
profits. 
(1) The route which supplanted the older overland route to the East 
was discovered by; (1) da Gama, (2) Magellan, (3) Columbus. 
(1) The interest of European nations in the colonization of America 
during the sixteenth century was heightened by the; (1) flow of wealth 
from Mexico and Peru into Spain, (2) need for obtaining colonies to 
which convicts might be sent, (3) loss of trade in the East. 
(2) The most important product imported by European nations from the 
New World during the sixteenth century was; (1) tobacco, (2) precious 
metals, (3) spices. 
(2) The English "sea dogs" of the sixteenth century were very eager 
to; (1) find a western passage to the Indies, (2) break the Spanish 
trade monopoly, (3) plant English colonies in America. 
(3) The chief goal of English exploration during the sixteenth cen-
tury was the discovery of a water route; (1) around South America to 
China, (2) around Africa to India, (3) around North America to the 
Orient. 
(1) _Spain, in regulating connnerce with her American colonies, follmved 
a poli cy of ; (1) restricting trade to Spaniards, (2) free trade, 
(3) requiring foreigners to pay special duties. 
(3) The nation which possessed a great empire in the Americas before 
a permanent colony had been established by either of the other two 
was; (1) France, (2) England, (3) Spain. 
(3) The best water route into the interior of North America was dis-
covered by; (1) john Cabot, (2) Sir Francis Drake, (3) jacques Cartier. I 
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10. (1) The first permanent French colony in America w-as established by; 
(1) Chrunplain, (2) La Salle, (3) Cartier. 
11. (2 ) The language most \v.ldely used in most of the western hemisphere 
south of t he United States is; (1) French, (2) Spanish, (3) English. 
UNIT II 
The Colonial Era 
(1607-1763) 
12. (2 ) Amajor advantage of t he commercial corporation as a colonizing 
agency was that it; (1) brought a number of "gentlemen" to t he Nelv 
\vorld as colonists, (2) could raise large sums of money for coloniza-
tion, (3) permitted the importation of slaves into the colony. 
13. (2) The charter members of the London Company hoped to realize a 
profit by; (1) engaging in the fur · trade, (2) discovering precious 
metals, (3) planting a large acreage in cotton. 
14. (3) The Nelv England leader who advocated the separation of Church and 
State was; (1) William Bradford, (2) john Winthrop, (3) Roger Williams. 
15. (3) William Penn desired to found a colony in the New World in order 
to; (1) develop cotton and tobacco culture, (2) regain the \vealth 
lvhich he had lost in England, (3) provide a settlement for persecuted 
Quakers. 
16. (1) \Vhich of these migrated in large numbers to Virginia in the perio 
1649 - 1659? (1) Cavaliers, (2) Huguenots, (3) Puritans. 
17. (2 )> Which of these, driven from thei r country by religious persecu-
tion, settled in large numbers in South Carolina? (1) Puritans, 
(2 ) Huguenots, (3) Cavaliers. 
18. (1) · The .nation which exercised the least control over the commerce 
of her colonies was; (1) Englru1d, (2) France, (3) Spain. 
19. (2) The English colonies in America differed most from those of Spain 
in; {1) emphasis on agriculture, {2) diversity in religion, (3) tol-
eration of slavery. 
2.0. (2 ) The English colonies in America were s:imilar to those of Spain 
in; (1) diversity in race, {2) toleration of Negro slavery, (3) amount 
of liberty granted to the individual colonies. 
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(1) The Dutch Colony of New Netherland was in danger from the first 
because; (1) England \vas the imperial rival of the Netherlands, (2) 
most of the settlers \vere of English origin, (3) the S\vedes on the 
Dela\"lare were dangerous rivals. 
(3, 1n important reason for the slo\v increase in the French population 
in Ne\v France~ was that; (1) the land was a state monopoly, (2) the 
Algonquin Indians lrere warlike and hostile, (3) only Catholics were 
allowed to settle there. 
(2) The English colonists were most superior to the French as; 
(1) Indian traders, (2) farmers, (3) explorers. 
(1) An important disadvantage of the English during the first few 
years of the French and Indian war was the; (1) lack of a centralized 
military organization, (2) colonial opposition to a war with France, 
(3) necessity of defending a very large territory. 
(2) An important advantage of t he English over the French in the 
French and Indian war was t he; (1) strongly centralized government 
of the thirteen colonies, (2) compact line of English settlements, 
(3) refusal of colonial merchants to sell to the French. 
(2) The rivalry of England and France for supremacy in North America 
was dealt 'with in the literature written by; (1) Nathaniel Hawthorne, 
(2) Francis Parlonan, (3) \vashington Irving. 
(3) The French and Indian War differed from other 18th century colo-
nial \vars in North America in that; (1) France, rather than Spain, \vas 
England's chief enemy, (2) the war broke out in Europe and later spread 
to America, (3) France was eliminated as a colonial power. 
(l) The outcome of the French and Indian war is important in the his-
tory of America because it meant the; (1) opening of the West to 
settlement by the English, (2) final subjugation of the Indians, (3) 
rise of French sea power. 
(3) · The British colonists were most anxious, after the successful 
conclusion of the French and Indian War, to have; (1) their inde-
pendence from the mother country, (2) the annexation of New France, 
(3) the opening of the region west of the Alleghenies to settlement. 
(2) The most important source of labor supply in the southern English 
colonies during the seventeenth century consisted of; (1) Negro slaves, 
(2) indentured servants, (3) white wage-earners. 
31. (l) The motive of most of the people who came to America during the 
colonial period was; (1) economic, (2) political, (3) religious. 
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(2) The population in the American colonies during the eighteenth 
century increased principally because of the; (1) political strife in 
Englru1d, (2) existence of large families, (3) religious strife in 
England. 
(3) The most important reason that large plantations were not estab-
lished in the Neli England colonies was; (1) the prohibition of slavery 
by law, (2) that most of the population dwelt in towns and villages, 
(3) the soil and climate wer~ not adapted to such a system. 
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(3) The leading staple for export from the British colonies in Amer-
ica during the eighteenth century was; (1) cotton, (2) wheat, (3) to-
bacco. 
(3) - The economic theory held by most nations during the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries stated that; {1) a nation should import more 
than ·it exports, (2) a nation should export and import equal amounts, 
(3) a nation should export more than it imports. 
(3) The growth of a large wage-earning class in the colonies was most 
hindered by the; (1) competition of slavery, (2) prohibitions on manU-' 
facturing, (3) availability of land. 
(l) England discouraged rather than encouraged in the colonies; 
(1) manufacturing, (2) shipbuilding, (3) production of naval stores. 
(l) A colonist would least likely become wealthy be engaging in; 
(1) manufacturing, (2) commerce, (3) land speculation. 
(2) In colonial time business was stimulated and the demands of the 
debtor classes satisfied by; (1) programs of public works, (2) issues 
of paper currency, (3) relief payments to the unemployed. 
(2) A sense of unity among the British colonies was promoted chiefly 
by; (1) a similarity of economic interests, (2) fear of common enemies, 
(3) a common religion. 
(l) The most important means of domestic transportation during the 
colonial period was; {1) rivers and oceans, (2) canals, (3) railways. 
42. · (3) A democratic feature of colonial New England society \vas the; 
(1) right to vote based on residence, (2) separation of ChurCh and 
State, (3) town meeting for local affairs. 
43. (3) One undemocratic feature of Massachusetts in 1700 was the; 
(1) town meeting, (2) compulsory enrollment of minutemen, (3) lack 
of separation between Church and State. 
44. (2) The primary purpose of the New England Confederation lvas to; 
(1) resist an attack by the French, (2) organize against the Indians, 
(3) prevent loss of Colonial charters. 
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(3) The members of the representative assembly in the various colonies 
\¥ere elected by; (1) universal suffrage, (2) Protestants only, 
(3) property owners. 
(2) The Zenger Trial, 1733, \vas concerned primarily with the; (1) 
freedom of religion, (2) freedom of the press, (3) freedom of speech. 
(1) The most common characteristic of British colonial government was; 
(1) a legislature in lvhich the lo\ver house was elective, (2) a governor 
appointed by the legislature, (3) religious qualifications for citizen-
ship. 
(3) A college education during colonial times would most likely have 
been had by a; (1) merchant, (2) doctor, (3) minister. 
(1) The inhumanity of early New England Puritanism \vas protrayed in 
the 1vritings of; (1) Nathaniel Hawthorne, (2) Francis Parlonan, 
(3) \vashington Irving. 
(2) 
in; 
Public education was firmly established during the Colonial period \ 
(1) New York, (2) Massachusetts, (3) Virginia. 
(3) The representative assemblies in the Thirteen Colonies often 
claimed the right to; (1) declare war, (2) frame protective tariffs, 
(3) issue currency. 
(3) The government of 18th century England cannot be considered demo-
cratic because; (1) Parliament could be called into session only at 
the will of the King, (2) official positions \¥ere limited to members 
of the Church of England, (3) the great majority of the people had no 
vote. 
(3) The British Sugar and Molasses Act of 1733 most resembles in 
purpose a moder~ (1) pure food law, (2) sales tax, (3) protective 
tariff. 
(1) The laws governing personal behavior during colonial times were 
strictest in; {1) Ne\v England, (2) Virginia, (3) Georgia. 
(1) The chief advantage of the colonial assemblies in their conflict 
with the royal governors was that they; (1) controlled money grants, 
(2) could impeach the governors, (3) possessed the favor of the King. 
{3) The colony having the largest proportion of non-English settlers 
up to the time of the Revolution was; (1} New York, (2) Massachusetts, 
(3) Pennsylvania. 
(1) The chief educational interest of colonial schools was in; (1) 
higher education for leaders, (2) elementary education for all, {3) 
vocational education for many. 
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58. (3) Colonial Nelv England obtained nmch of its \vealth from; (1) cotton 
manufacture, (2) leather manufacture, (3) shipping. 
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UNIT III 
The Revolution and The Critical Period 
(1703-1789) 
(3) The French and Indian War indicated to the American colonies th~ 
necessity of the; (1) independence from the mother country, (2) 
seizure of the remaining French colonies in America, (3) closer co-
operation of the colonies in solving common problems. 
(3) The English action which most antagonized the colonists following 
the close of the French and Indian War \vas the; (1) establishment of 
British garrisons in former French territory, (2) restriction placed 
on colonial manufacturing, (3) attempted taxation of the colonists by 
Parliament. 
(3) The first act to arouse united colonial action and protest was 
t he; (1) Sugar and Molasses Act, (2) Navigation Acts, (3) Stamp Act. 
{l) The Stamp Act aroused more determined colonial resistance than 
had the Sugar Act because it; (l) directly affected more people, (2) 
imposed very high rates, (3) offended professional people in the 
colonies. 
(3) The American colonists protested against the Stamp Act because 
they; (1) resented the high rate it imposed, (2) dislilted the British 
officials \roo \vere appointed to enforce the act, (3) denied the right 
of Parliament to levy internal taxes. 
(3) The chief reason for the repeal of the Stamp Act by Parliament 
\vas the; (l) feeling that the colonists were in a mood to revolt. 
(2) plea of Burke and Pitt for conciliation, (3) harmful effect on 
- British trade of the colonial non-importation agreement. 
(2) The English colonists objected less to import duties than to di-
rect taxes levied by Parliament because; (l) import duties protected 
grolving colonial industries, (2) import duties \vere considered a neces-
sary part of Parliament's right to regulate trade, (3) the sole purpose 
of import duties \vas to raise revenue. 
(1) The least important cause of the American Revolution of the follow~ 
ing \vas the; (1) denial to the American colonies of representation in 
Parliament, (2) attempted enforcement of the trade laws, (3) levying 
of direct taxes by Parliament. · 
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money raised would not be spent in the colonies. 
68. (2) The most successful means used by Americans in securing the re-
peal of British laws prior to the Revolution \vas; (1) mob violence, 
(2) boycotting British goods, (3) sending petitions to the British 
government. 
69. (1) The Committee of Correspondence originated with; (1) Sanmel Adams, 
(2) Patrick Henry, (3) john Adams. 
70. (3) A part of the work of the First ' Continental Congress was to; 
(1) enact the Declaration of Independence, (2) secure an alliance 
with France, (3) petition ·the King for the r ecognition of colonial 
rights. · 
71. (3) The Second Continental Congress obtained most of t he money it 
needed for carrying on \var by; (1) securing foreign loans, (2) coining 
its o\vn gold and silver money, (3) issuing paper money. 
72. (1) One of the greatest dangers to the American cause in the early 
stages of the Revolutionary War \vas t he; (1 ) disagreement among t he 
colonists as to separation from t he mother country, (2) failure of 
t he Continental Congress to appoint a Commander-in-Chief, (3) French 
military threat to the Ohio Valley. 
73. (3) The chief purpose the French had in helping the United States 
during the Revolutionary rar was to; (1) regain the colonial empire 
lost in 1763, (2) spread French revolutionary ideas, (3) avenge the 
defeat suffered at the hands of the British in the Seven Years' War. 
74. {3) Fighting during the last years of the Revolutionary War took 
place largely in the; (1) Ne\v England States, (2) Middle States, 
(3) Southern States. . 
75. (1) A serious setback for t he thirteen colonies during the Revolution-
ary \Yar was that; (1) r aw product s could not easily be exchanged for 
English manufactures, (2) t he British compelled the payments of all 
colonial debts, (3) the British l evied huge fines on reoccupied · 
provinces. 
76. 
77. 
(3) The greatest obstacle to the success of t he colonists in the 
Revolutionary \var was t he; {1) greater number of British troops, 
(2) blockade of the American coast by the British fleet, (3) diffi-
culty of raising money to buy supplies and ammunition. 
(3) The group that migrated in large numbers to Canada following t he 
Revolutionary War we~;s the; (1) \Vhigs, (2) ·Quakers, {3) Tories. 
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78. (3) The United States failed to secure as a boundary in the peace 
treaty closing the Revolutionary War the; (1) ~lississippi River, 
(2) Great Lruces, (3) Gulf of Mexico. 
79. (3) The government, under the Articles of Confederatio~ could have 
prevented much trouble between the states if it had had the power to; 
(1) organize the North\rest Territory, (2) issue paper money, 
(3) regulate interstate commerce. 
80. (2) Which of the following \vas not an immediate result of the America 
Revolution? (1) increased religions freedom, (2) increased respect f or 
authority, (3) economic depression. 
81. (3) France and Spain, at the close of the Revolutionary War, were 
scheming to mruce; (1) the land north of the Ohio from the Alleghenies 
to the Hississippi the property of Spain, (2) the land betvreen the 
}tississippi and tl~ Rocky Mountains a French possession, (3) the 
United States merely a seacoast pO\ver. · 
82. (1) Congress, under the Articles of Confederation lacked the power 
to; (1) regulate currency, (2) borrow money, (3) mru<e treaties. 
' 
83. (3) Most early state constitutions \vere undemocratic in that they; 
(l) · restricted the legislatures to a single house, (2) denied the 
right to vote to those not members of the state church, (3) had pro-
perty qualifications for holding office. 
84. ( 3) The chief purpose of Daniel Shay's Rebellion in }1assachusetts was 
to; '1) abolish slavery, (2) obtain the right to vote for all, (3) se-
cure the issue of paper currency. 
85. (2) The power transferred from the states to the National Government 
before the adoption to the Constitutio11 was the; (1) collection of 
import and export duties, (2) governing of public lands, (3) regula-
tion of. interstate commerce. 
86. (2) _A provision of the Ordinance of 1787 was that; {1) five states 
were to be formed out of the North\vest Territory, (2) a territory 
reaching a population of 60,000 could become a state, (3) slavery 
was prohibited in all the land west of the Appalachian Mountains. 
87. (2) Congress allowd a territory under the Northw·est Ordinance to; 
(1) elect a governor, (2) elect a legislature, (3) adopt a constitution 
88. (2) The area bounded on three sides by the Great Lruces, the Mississip-
pi, and the Ohio River was; (1) the Louisiana Purchase, (2) the 
Northwest Territory, (3) Qu~bec~ 
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89. (2) The method for admitting territories to statehood \vere drawn up 
in coru1ection lvi th the governing of t he ; ( 1) Louisiana Purchase, 
(2 ) Northwest Territory, (3) Oregon Territory. 
90. (2) \vell-knolvn stories of pioneer life during the American Revolu-
tion w·ere 1vritten by ; (1) Samuel L. Clemens, (2) James F . Cooper, 
(3) \vashington Irving . 
91. (1) The Stamp Act was a meru1s of; (1) obtaining revenue, (2) pre-
venting the growth of colonial newspapers, (3) forcing British goods 
on the colonists. 
92. (3) The English government thought it \vas right to tax the American 
colonists because of the British money spent on; (1) American agri-
culture, (2) American industry, (3) an army for the protection of t he 
colonies. 
93. (3) A pamphlet lvritten to shmv t he colonists the advantage of separa 
tion from England \vas called; (1) The Ne\v Freedom, (2) The Federalist, 
( 3) Conwon Sense. 
94. (2 ) Thomas Jefferson based his argument for American independence in 
t he Declaration of I ndependence on t he; (1) British neglect of the 
knerican colonies, (2 ) natural ri~1t s of man, (3) proven ability of 
Americans to govern themselves . 
95. (1) The First Continental Congress, in an effort to force England to 
chDnge its colonial policy, prohibited Americans from ; (1) trading 
with Great Britain, (2) serving as colonial governors, (3) paying the 
Stamp Tax. 
96. ( 3) The .American Revolution would probably not have occurred if; 
97. 
98 . 
(1) America had been allmved as much freedom of \vorship as was per-
mitted in England, (2) agriculture rather than industry had been the 
major interest of the American colonies, (3 ) England had follo1ved the 
same poli cy tmvard her .American colonies that she no\v follmvs to'tvard 
Canada and Australia. 
(3) The English denied that the Americans were without representa-
tion in t he Empire because; (1) the colonies had their 01~1 asse1nblies, 
(2) the colonies had delegates i n the House of Commons, ( 3) the mem-
bers in the House of Conm1ons represented all citizens in the British 
Empire. 
(1) The French and Indian \var was similar to the Revolution in that 
it was; (1) part of a larger \vorld conflict, (2) an expression of 
colonial anger against England, (2) a defeat for Britain. 1 
(3) The Battle of Saratoga was important because it; (1 ) ended the I 
\var in the north, (2) reduced the ranl{S of British troops, (3) hastened 
99 . 
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( 3) Th.e colonists lvho favored England in the Revolution w·ere chiefly; 
(1) working men, (2) farmers, (3} men owning much property. 
(1) The morale of the Continental Army \vas often poor because the; 
(1) soldiers were irregularly paid in cheap paper money, (2) soldiers 
did not believe in the cause for lvhich they were fighting, (3) major-
ity of the soldiers were mercenaries. 
(3) At the close of the Revolution, much of the land \vhich now mru{es 
up the United States \vas held by; (1) France, (2) Great Britain, 
(3) Spain. 
(2) The Articles of Confederation provided that most of the power be 
in the hands of the; (1) national Congress, (2) states, (3) president. 
(1) An important accomplishment of the Congress under the Articles of 
Confederation was the; (1) Northwest Ordinance, (2) Louisiana Purchase, 
(3) Lelvis and Clark expedition. 
(1) A document which contains a statement of principles rather than 
rules for governing is the; (1) Declaration of Independence, (2) Or-
dinance of 1787, (3) /~ticles of Confederation. 
UNIT IV 
The Constitution and The Federalist Regime 
(1789-1801) 
(1) TI1e reason given for summoning a convention to meet in Phila-
delphia in 1787 was to; (1) amend the Articles of Confederation, 
(2) frame a ne\v constitution, (3) elect a president. 
(3) The greatest problem of the Constitutional Convention of 1787 
was to; (1) create a government satisfactory to both northern and 
southern states, (2) establish a balance of power betlveen the execu-
tive, legislative and judicial branches of the national government 
without destroying states' rights. 
(3) The states under both the Articles of Confederation and the Con-
stitution lacked the power to; (1) lay duties on imports and exports, 
(2) maintain a militia, (3) negotiate treaties with foreign countries. 
(2) The means of raising revenue that \vas granted to the central gov-
ernment for the first time by the Constitution was the; (1) sale of 
land in public territory, (2) levying of direct taxes, (3) issuance 
of paper currency. 
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(2) The first ten amendments to the Constitution \vere designed to 
protect; (1) American neutrality in foreign affairs, (2) the civil 
liberties of the people, (3) the powers of the national government. 
(1) A system of "checks and balances" was introduced into the Con-
stitution so that the; (1) powers of government might not be unjustly 
seized, (2) President might not hold office for more than tlvo terms, 
(3) common people might control the government. 
(3) The adoption of the Constitution \vas generally opposed by; 
(1) prosperous merchants, (2) wealthy manufacturers, (3) small farmers. 
(2) A Revolutionary governor of Virginia who opposed the adoption of 
the Constitution was; (1) Samuel Adams, (2) Patrick Henry, (3) james 
Hadison. 
(3) The rights of the large states were protected in the Constitution 
by the; (1) powers reserved to the states, (2) representation in the 
Senate, (3) representation in the House of Representatives. 
(1) Since 1790 the federal government has gained its greatest power 
through the; (1) implied powers of the Constitution, (2) amendments 
to the Constitution, (3) Bill of Rights. 
(1) The greatest problem in drawing up the Constitution was the 
question of; (1) representation of large and small states in Congress, 
(2) regulation of commerce by Congress, (3) slavery and the importa-
tion of slaves. 
(3) The Constitution did not provide for; (1) a Supreme Court, 
(2) coinage of money, (3) political parties. 
(1) The new government under the Constitution did not; (1) demand 
money from the states, (2) sell government bonds, (3) sell public 
land. 
(2) A provision of the new Constitution, not found in the Articles 
of Confederation, \vhich contributed greatly to national unity was that; 
(1) allowing the National Government to hold land, (2) removing eco-
nomic barriers betlveen the states, (3) providing for public schools. 
(3) Spain was able to dispute the right of the United States to free 
navigation of the Mississippi follo\ving the Revolutionary War because; 
(1) the river \vas Spanish by right of discovery, (2) the river flowed 
mostly through Spanish territory, (3) Spain owned both banks of the 
river near its mouth. 
{3) Washington proclaimed the neutrality of the United States during 
the war waged bet\veen France and Great Britain because; (1) the al-
liance lvith France was no longer in effect, (2) public opinion lvas 
against \var, (3) a policy of neutrality \vas best for the country. 
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(3) President \vashington warned the nation against foreign alliances 
because he felt that; (1) such alliances \vere unconstitutional, (2) 
our alliance w·ith France did not allow others, (3) such alliances 
would endanger the peace and welfare of the country. 
(2) In the Jay Treaty England refused to grant the; (1) arbitration 
of the Maine boundary dispute, (2) stopping of impressment of American 
seamen, (3) withdrawal of British troops from the North\vest terri-
tories. 
(2 ) The surrender by England of the trading posts in the Northlvest 
Territory \vas provided for in the; (1) Treaty of Paris of 1783, 
(2) Jay Treaty, (3) Pinckney Treaty. 
(3) 
(2) 
A strong central government was favored by; {1) John c. Calhoun, 
Thomas jefferson, (3) Alexander Hamilton. 
(3) Part of Hamilton 1 s financial policy lvas to pay; (1) only the for-
eign debt in full, (2) only the states' debts in full, (3) all debts 
at full value. 
(1) One of the results of Hamilton's financial policy \vas the; 
(1) strengthening of the National gover nment, (2) increase in state's 
rights, (3) decentralization of the government. 
(3) The national government first used soldiers to enforce obedience 
to its la\vs during; (1) Shay's Rebellion, (2) The Boston Massacre, 
. (3) The Whiskey Rebellion. 
(1) Alexander Hamilton's chief reason for proposing an excise tax on 
liquor \vas to; (1 ) :i,mpress the people \vith the authority of the 
federal government, (2) substitute this type of taxation for import 
duties, (3) reduce the use of Whiskey. 
(1) The most important reason for the downfall of the Federalist party 
i n 1800 \vas the; (1) attempt to restrict freedom of speech and press, 
(2) friendly attitude of the Federalists to Napoleon, (3) division of 
the party into northern and southern sections. 
(1) The Naturalization Act of 1798 was expected to; (1) prevent the 
Republicans from increasing their voting strength, (2) exclude immi-
grants from eastern Europe, (3) increase inmti.gration to the West. 
( 3) The purpose of the Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions \vas to; 
(1) defeat Hamilton's excise tax on distilled liquors, (2) support 
France in her struggle lvith England, (3) arouse public opinion against 
the growing Federalist pmver. 
(1) The group which benefited least by the policies of the Federalist 
party was th~ (1) farmers, (2) merchants, {3) manufacturers. 
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134. (3) During the period betlveen 1789-1797 the group in the United 
States most pro-British and anti-French was the; (1) pioneers of the 
Northlvest, (2) plantation owners of the South, (3) merchants of New 
England. 
135. (2) The main following of the Democratic party in 1825 was to be 
found among the; (1) merchants, (2) farmers, (3) manufacturers. 
136. (3) Which one of the following did the Federalist party not do for 
the United States; (1) keep the peace, (2) get the financesof the 
country in order, (3) extend greater political powers to the common 
people. 
137. 
138. 
139. 
141. 
142. 
UNIT V 
The Jeffersonian Democracy 
(1801-1825) 
(3) The first administration of Thomas jefferson was orie of; (1) radi-
cal change, (2) no change, (3) moderate change. 
(2) An important means of transportation in our country from the Revo-
lution to the War of 1812 was; (1) canals, (2) roads and turnpikes, 
(3) railroads. 
(3) 
was; 
The chief occupation in the United States prior to the Civil \var 
(1) manufacturing, (2) commerce, (3) agriculture. 
(3) A part of the western boundary of the Louisiana Purchase was the; 
(1) Mississippi River, (2) Pacific Ocean, (3) Rocky Hountains. 
(1) The Louisiana Purchase increased the territory of the United 
States by; (1) 100 per cent, (2) 25 per cent, (3) 50 per cent. 
(1) Jefferson's chief purpose for seeking to purchase Louisiana was; 
(1) to secure a free outlet to the sea for the products of lvestern 
United States, (2) to prevent British expansion into the Mississippi 
Valley, (3) to eliminate France as a colonial power in North America. 
i 
il43. (2) In 1812 the Republicans were ready to go to war with England be-
cause; (1) they sympathized strongly with France, (2) there was a de-
sire to annex Canada, ( 3) the commercial interests of the country 
would benefit. 
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(1) One of the reasons that the western settlers favored war against 
Great Britain in 1812 was that they; (1) believed the hostile Indians 
received support from British officials in Canada, (2) were injured 
by British interference with American commerce, (3) hoped to conquer 
the land between the Mississippi and the Rockies. 
(2) The president who sought to compel France and England to respect 
our rights as a neutral was; (1) john Adams, (2) Thomas jefferson, 
(3) james Monroe. 
(3) The United States gave up its foreign commerce by the; (1) Non-
intercourse Act, (2) Rule of 1756, (3) Embargo Act. 
(2) The Embargo Act injured the interests of American; (1) manufac-
turers, (2) merchants, (3) farmers. 
(3) The section of the United States most strongly in favor of the 
\.Yar of 1812 was the; (1) New England states, (2) Southern states, 
(3) \'/estern states. 
(3) During the years 1812-1814 the group most opposed to war with 
Great Britain was the; (1) manufacturers, (2) plantation oh~ers of 
the South, (3) ship O\vners of Ne>v England. 
(2) New· England 1 s · hostility to the War of 1812 >vas made apparent by; 
(1) Shay's rebellion, (2) The Hartford Convention, {3) the speeches 
of Samuel Adams. 
(1) There was a great growth of .American manufacturing from 1807 to 
1814 due primarily to the fact that; {1) our foreign trade became un-
profitable, (2) high tariffs protected inaustry, (3) our shipping had 
declined greatly. 
(1) Much bad feeling bet\veen Britain and America \vas caused prior to 
the War of 1812 by; (1) impressment, {2) the jay Treaty, (3) the 
North\vest Ordinance. 
(3) During the War of 1812 the Americans were most successful in; 
(1) invading and conquering Canada, (2) destroying British commerce, 
(3) fighting British invasions. 
(3) An important result of the War of 1812 was t he; (1) strengthening 
of the demand for states' rights, (2) defeat of the Republican party, 
(3) grmvth cif the feeling of nationalism. 
(3) The Honroe Doctrine may be called a; (1) treaty, (2) la•v, 
(3) policy. 
(2) The Monroe Doctrine dealt primarily with; (1) domestic--p--robl-ems. , ___ II! (2) foreign affairs, {3) judicial decisions. 
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157. (3) The American invasion of Canada during the War of 1812 found 
the Canadians; (1) sympathetic to America, (2) neutral in feeling, 
(3) loyal to England. 
158. (l) The \var of 1812 was ended in 1814 by the; (l) Treaty of Ghent, 
(2) Treaty of Paris, {3) Treaty of Brussels. 
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(3) The War of 1812 resulted in territorial gains by; (1) England, 
(2) America, (3) neither nation. 
(2) England opposed European intervention in Spain's former American 
colonies because she; (1) did not want to anger the United States, 
(2) carried on considerable trade with these colonies, (3) sympathized 
with the national hopes of the Latin Americans. 
(3) The purpose of the Tariff of 1816 was primarily to; (1) raise 
revenue, (2) stimulate foreign commerce, (3) protect American indus-
try. 
(3) The "Industrial Revolution11 involved the; (1) rise of powerful 
labor unions, (2) growth of socialism in America, (3) introduction of 
pmver machinery in manufacturing. 
(2) Thomas jefferson, as President, tried to make the United States 
secure by; (1) increasing the size of the Army and Navy, (2) acquiring 
important territory, (3) making alliances with foreign powers. 
(2) An important result of the Louisiana Purchase was the; {l) ex-
tension of the territory of the United States to the Pacific, (2) Am-
erican control of the Mississippi River and Valley, (3) causing of the 
second w-ar lvith Great Britain. 
(2) jefferson 1 s policy \-lilich was most unpopular and least successful 
was; (1) our territorial expansion, {2) the attempts at forcing Eng-
land and France to respect our neutral rights, (3) the reduction of 
the military forces. 
(3) Jefferson's philosophy held; (1) strong belief in an established 
church, (2) great interest in the gro,~h of cities, (3) faith in the 
farming population. 
(3) The presidential elections from 1800-1825 show that it would 
seem that a man to be president should best have been; (1) a member 
of Congress, (2) a vice-president, (3) a Secretary of State. 
:. 168. 
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(l) During the War of 1812 the United States \vas fighting against 
same country as w·as; {l) France, {2) Russia, (3) Spain. the 
ii 169. (3) {l) 
The lvar of 1812 in the United States was part of Europe's; 
Seven Years' War, (2) Crimean War, (3) Napoleonic Wars. 
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170. (2) A principal result of the lvar of 1812 \vas the; (1) rise of the 
Republican party, (2) increased demand for internal improvements, 
(3) gains made by the Federalist party. 
171. (2) The terms of the Treaty of Ghent, which closed the War of 1812, 
contained; (1) a guarantee that England would no longer impress Amer-
ican seamen, (2) no mention of the questions which caused the fric-
tion before the war, (3) provisions for additions to the territory 
of the United States. 
172. (3) \~en declaring the Monroe Doctrine, American leaders were divide 
over the question of; (1) eA.'tending the policy to include the Pacific 
coast, (2) extending the policy to include South knerica, (3) ac-
cepting Britain's offer of support. 
173. (2) The American system of Henry Clay was _interested in; (1) ex-
tending the boundaries of the United States, (2) economic self-
sufficiency, (3) free trade between Europe and the United States. 
174. (2) Chief Justice john Marshall's most important decisions were con-
cerned with the; (1) extension of slavery into the territories, 
(2) expansion of the pmvers of the National Government, (3) protectio 
of states' rights. 
175. (l) The right of the Supreme Court to declare an act of Congress un-
constitutional 'vas; (l) established in the case of Marbury vs. Hadi-
son, (2) stated in the Constitution, (3) provided for in the Bill of 
Rights. 
UNIT VI 
The Westward Hovement 
(1763-1860) 
176. (3) During the colonial period the \vestward movement resulted in; 
(1) a great increase in the nunilier of large plantations in the region 
west of the Alleghenies, (2) a great increase in the price of slaves, 
( 3) a steady growth in the number of small farm o>vners. 
177. (3) The expansion of the United States did not involve; (1) war with 
a neighboring nation, ( 2) conquest of a backward people, ( 3) main-
tenance of large military forces. 
178. (1) The most important element in maintaining a democratic society 
in the United States during the nineteenth century was the; (1) exist-
ence of frontier regions, (2) rise of organized labor, (3) spread of 
compulsory high school education. 
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179. (3) The most important motive behind the continuous movement of 
pioneers to the frontier was the; (1) eagerness for adventure, 
(2) hostility tmvard the Indians, (3) desire for cheap and fertile 
land. 
180. (3) The western boundary of the United States at t he end of the 
18th century \vas the; (1) Appalachian Mountains, (2) Rocky Hountains, 
(3) Mississippi River. 
181. (1) A most important demand of the western settlers to be received 
during the early years of our nationa~ government was; (1) free na-
vigation of the }tississippi, (2) a more liberal land policy, ( 3) con-
struction of rai lroads. 
182. (1) New England, in general, opposed the opening of cheap \iestern 
land in the period before the Civil War because she thought it would; 
(1) deprive her of her labor supply, (2) reduce the market for her 
goods, (3) make the southern planters more powerful. 
183. (3) The settlement of the west during the period following the tvar 
of 1812 was aided by the; (1) adoption of the Homestead Act, (2) grea 
amount of railroad building, (3) removal of the Indian menace. · 
184. ( 3) Nmi England opposed the liberal sale of public lands because it; (1) encouraged foreign innnigration, (2) did not give her tax relief, 
( 3) dre\v on her labor supply. 
185. (2) The Indian policy adopted prior to the Civil War included t he; 
(1) establishment of reservations east of the ~lississippi for Indians, 
(2 ) removal of I ndians to lands west of the Mississippi, (3) breaking 
up of Indian tribes. 
186. (3) The religious sect that attempted to provide a self-sufficient 
social and economic organization was the; (1) Unitarian, (2) Baptist, 
(3) Hormon. 
187. (1 ) .An important part of Daniel Boone 1 s route to the \vest was the; 
(1 ) Cumberland Gap, (2) Mohawk Valley, (3) Ohio River. 
188. (1) A part of the natural route bet\veen New York City and Quebec 
would be; (1) Lake Champlain, (2) the 'Erie Canal, (3) the Mohawk 
River. 
189. 
11 190. 
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(3) A person going from Niagara to Albany in 1800 would probably 
have traveled on; (1) the Erie Canal, (2) Lake Champlain, (3) the 
Mohawk River. · 
(2) The agricultural produce grown in the Ohio Valley was chiefly 
exported to Europe in 1800 through the port of; (1) Nelv York, 
(2) New Orleans, (3) Philadelphia. 
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(2) Ohio farmers brought their products to market during the first 
quarter of the 19th century by; (1) wagon over the National Road, 
(2) flatboat down the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers, (3) canal to New 
York City. 
(3) The river which carried the settlers into the West innnediately 
following the War of 1812 was the; (1) Illinois, (2) Missouri, 
( 3) Ohio. 
(1) Columbus, Ohio, and Indianapolis, Indiana, in 1850 were connected 
by the; (1) Cumberland Road, (2) Pony Express Route, (3) Oregon Trail . 
(3) The success of the Erie Canal led to the building of a canal 
system uniting the Ohio River w·ith; (1) Boston, (2) New York, 
( 3) Philadelphia. 
(2) Many of the furs which previously had been sent to Europe through 
Canada \vere to be exported by way of Ne>v York because of the construc-
tion of the; (l) Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, (2) Erie Canal, (3) Na-
tional Road. 
(1) The best commercial route from the East to the West during the 
second quarter of the 19th century involved the city of; (1) New York, 
(2) Philadelphia, (3) Boston. 
(1) The quickest \vay to travel from New Orleans to St. Louis in 1850 
would have been by; (1) steamboat, (2) railroad, (3) \vagon. 
(3) Agricultural produce grmm in the Lake States were chiefly ex-
ported to Europe in 1840 through the port of; (1) Boston, (2) New 
Orleans, (3) New York. 
(3) The route lvhich extended southwestlvard from Kansas City, Hiss-
ouri, was the; (l) Cumberland Road, (2) Oregon Trail, (3) Santa Fe 
Trail. 
(3) The river a Forty-niner on his way from Kansas City to California 
probably would have follmv-ed for part of the way would be the; 
(1) Columbia, (2) Colorado, (3) Platte. 
(1) The course of the Snake and the Columbia Rivers in the far west 
was followed by the; (l) Oregon Trail, (2) Pony Express Route, 
(3) Santa Fe Trail. 
(3) A Texan travelling to California in the days of the Gold Rush 
probably lvould have passed through; (1) Denver, (2) Salt Lake City, 
(3) Santa Fe. 
{2) Host of the overland trails of about 1850 began at; (1) Chicago, 
(2) Kansas City, (3) Denver. 
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(1) The western inhabitants in the second quarter of the 19th cen-
tury were chiefly interested in the development of; (1) inland water-
\vays, (2) national highlvays, {3) railroads. 
(3) Transportation methods were greatly improved in the United 
States during the first half of the 19th century as a result of the; 
(1) government control of transportation facilities, (2) completion 
of railroads liW{ing the Atlantic and Pacific, (3) popular demand of 
the grmving \vest • 
206. (3) T~e fur trader ~10 strengthened the claim of the United States 
to the Oregon country lvas; (1) William Penn, (2) Daniel Boone, 
(3) John Jacob Astor. 
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207. (2) An important reason for early American migration to Texas was the; 
(1) desire to secure territory for the United States, (2) lmv cost 
of land suitable for cotton, (3) belief that Texas \vas part of the 
Louisiana Purchase. 
208. (1) Many lunericans settled in Texas during the period 1821-1830 be-
cause they; (1) could obtain land more cheaply than in the United 
States, (2) believed there \vas a better market for cotton in Mexico, 
(3) feared Congress would abolish slavery in the United States. 
209. (2) The most important reason that Texas was not annexed to the 
United States immediately upon gaining its independence from Mexico 
was that; (1) Mexico refused to recognize the independence of Texas, 
(2) many Americans opposed the extension of slavery wich would re-
sult from the annexation, (3) the Texans preferred independence to 
annexation to the United States. 
210. (2) America felt the annexation of Texas was justified because; 
(1) the majority of Texans were of American origin, (2) Texas had 
maintained her litdependence and desired annexation, (3) Texas had 
been part of the Louisiana Territory. 
211. (2) Texas independence was won at the Battle of San Jacinto under 
the leadership of; (1) Stephen Austin, (2) Sam Houston, (3) Zachary 
Taylor. 
212. (3) The most important reason that the Democrats in 1844 demanded 
Oregon and Texas was because; (1) Russia was expanding southlvard 
along the Pacific coast, (2) both territories were rightfully ours 
through the Louisiana Purchase, (3) this \vas popular with the voters 
of both north and south. 
213. (3) The river claimed by Mexico in 1846 as its boundary lvith the 
United States \vas the; (1) Colorado, (2) Rio Grande, (3) Sabine. 
·I II 
II 214, (1) The Mexican War was opposed for political reasons by the; (1) Whigs, (2) Copperheads, (3) Republicans. 
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(l) Opposition to the Mexican War for anti-slavery reasons were ex- 1 
pressed in the lvritings of; (1) james Russell Lmvell, (2) Nathaniel ::;~:::::o~:)~::;•g:::::::: :::::::the United States prior to the 1
1 
outbreak of vrar lvas the; (l) occupation of California by .American 
troops, (2) annexation of Texas, (3) persistent effort of President 
Polk to purchase California and New Mexico. 
(3) An important result of the Mexican War \vas the; (l) annexation 
of Texas, (2 ) proclamation of the Monroe Doctrine, (3) increased hos-
tility between pro- and anti-slavery proponents. 
(1) The territory not ceded to the United States by Mexico was; 
(l) Kansas and Nebraska, (2) Utah and Nevada, (3) California. 
(2) \Vhich of the follo\dng territories was acquired by the United 
States most recently? (1) Northlvest Territory, (2) Gadsden Purchase, 
(3) Louisiana Territory. 
(3) American expansion during the period 1840-50 can best be accounted 
for by the desire of; (l) plantation mmers for more land, (2) ex- 11 
plaiting the mineral resources of the regions, (3) the nation to ex-
pand to lvhat lvere thought its natural boundaries. I 
(1) The Gold Rush to California was tl1e principal interest of the; 
(l) Forty-niners, (2) Free sailers, (3) Mormons. 
(2) The farm implement lvhich was invented first \vas the; (1) tractor, 
(2) cotton gin, (3) reaper. 
(3) The inventor \vho was responsible for increasing the output of 
the western farmer previous to the Civil \var was; (1) Eli iVhitney, 
(2) Elias Howe, (3) Cyrus McCormick. 
(3) The population west of the Allegheny Mountains became approxi-
mately equal to that of the eastern seaboard b1; (l) 1800, (2) 1825, 
(3) 1845. 
(2) In 1860 the frontier line extended just beyond; (l) the Great 
Plains region, (2) the states just >vest of the Hississippi, (3) the 
Rocky Hountains. 
(2) The English colonists of North America remained for a long time 
on the Atlantic seacoast because they; (l) depended on fishing for 
their living, (2) faced mountain barriers and hostile Indians, 
(3) had great difficulty in clearing the forests. 
(l) The chief purpose of frontier can~ meetings was to; (1) hold re-
ligious services, (2) build houses for new settlers, (3) organize 
wagon trains for western migration. 
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(2) New Orleans, in the early years of the 19th century, was impor-
tant to the western settlers mainly because it was a; (1) manufac-
turing center, (2) seaport, (3) market for agricultural products. 
(1) A requirement of every nelv state for admission to the Union \vas; 
(1) framing of a Constitution, (2) passing through the territorial 
fonn of government, (3) ratification of the Federal Constitution. 
(2) The United States government sold land very cheaply because it 
wanted to; (1) create business for the railroads, (2) encourage 
settlement and national gro\vth, (3) prevent overcro\vding in eastern 
cities. 
(3) The most important means of domestic transportation during the 
Colonial Period was the; (1) canal, (2) turnpike, (3) river and ocean. 
(1) Of the following religious sects, which \vas most successful in 
the frontier regions? (1) Baptist, (2) Catholic, (3) Congregational-
ist. 
(2) During the period 1840-1850 American attention \vas mainly di-
rected to; (1) upholding the Monroe Doctrine, (2) expanding its terri-
tory, (3) regulating business. 
(1) The slogan 11Fifty-four forty or fight" \vas used in connection 
ldth the; (1) Oregon question, (2) Maine boundary dispute, (3) annex-
ation of Texas. 
(1) The United States gained full control of the Oregon Territory 
shortly after acquiring; (1) Texas, (2) Louisiana, (3) Florida. 
(3) Most Gennan immigrants in the 19th century went to the; 
(1) eastern industrial cities, {2) southern agricultural regions, 
(3) mid-western agricultural agricultural regions. 
UNIT VII 
Social and Economic Development 
(1825-1860) 
(3) The jacksonian Era may be described as the; (1) Age of big busi-
ness, (2) Reconstruction period, (3) Rise of the common man. 
(2) Andrew jackson 1 s election to the Presidency shmved the; (1) ex-
tent of pmver held by Eastern connnercial interests, (2) increased in-
fluence of the \vest in national affairs, (3) growth of anti-slavery 
sentiment. 
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(1) The Jacksonian Revolution in politics involved the; (1) govern-
ment becoming ' more responsive to the wishes of t he people, (2) legis-
lative branch of the government becoming more pow·erful, (3) control 
of the National government passing from the south to the north. 
I-
I 240. (2) The increasing popular control of the government in the period 1800-1828 may be shown by the; (1) introduction of woman suffrage, 
(2) choice of presidential electors by popular vote, (3) direct elec-
tion of United States senators. 
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(2) President jackson's policy of federal appointments can best be 
described as strengthening; (1) civil service reform, (2) the spoils 
system, (3) the influence- of university figures. 
(1) One of the t hings President jackson strongly favored \vas the; 
(1) abolition of t~e United States bank, (2 ) doctrine of nullifica-
tion, (3) reform of the civil service. 
(2) President jackson favored the destruction of the United States 
bank because of its; (1) inability to maintain a stable currency, 
(2) monopoly of the banking facilities of the country, (3) financial 
meddling in European affairs. 
(2) A leader in the movement for tax-supported public education was; 
(1) Benjamin Fraru(lin, (2) Horace Mann, (3) Daniel Webster. 
(2) The secondary schools of about 1850 \vere nearly all offering, 
(1) vocational training, (2) history, English and foreign languages, 
(3) an organized sports program. 
(1) The development of the fine arts in the United States before the 
Civil War \vas very slow because Americans \vere; (1) too busy building 
a ne\v nation, (2 ) opposed to anything European in origin, {3) lacking 
the necessary funds. 
247. (1) 11Hoby Dick" by Herman Melville deals primarily with; (1) whaling, 
(2) fur trading, (3) exploring. 
248. (3) The composer who contributed much to American folk music was; (1) Victor Herbert, (2) John Philip Souza, (3) Stephen Foster. 
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(2) Immigration increased rapidly just before 1850 because of the; 
{1) passage of the Homestead Act, (2) unsuccessful European revolu-
tions, (3) abolition of slavery in the United States. 
(3) The least numerous element in the immigration into the United 
States during the years 1850-1860 was the; (1) German, (2) Irish, 
(3) Italian. 
(3) The high wages of industrial \vorkers were maintained before the 
Civil \var by the; _ (1) collective bargaining po\ver of labor, (2) re-
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striction of immigration, (3) availability of free land. 
252. (3) The most important export from the United States before the 
Civil War was; (l) meat products, (2) manufactured goods, (3) cotton. 
253. (2) The chief reason that the population of the South increased less 
rapidiy than that of the North before the Civil War \vas that; (l) the 
South had a low·er birth rate, (2) inunigrants from abroad were un-
willing to compete with slave labor, (3) a greater number of free 
states w·ere being added to the Union. 
254. (l ) The chief source of southern income during the first half of the 
19th century was; (l) agriculture, (2) connnerce, (3) shipping. 
255. (2) The South failed to develop industrially before the Civil \var 
because; (l) it lacked raw· materials, (2) the plantation system pro-
duced little capital for investment, (3) markets \vere lacking. 
256. (3) Agriculture was revolutionized in the South by the invention 
of; (l) Cyrus McCormick, (2) Elias Howe, (3) Eli \Vhitney. 
257. (l) In lvhich of the follO\ving groups of states \vas the society 
least changed by the economic progress of the first half of the 19th 
century? (l) South, (2) New England states, (3) Middle Atlantic 
states. 
258. (3) The city lmich grew the least in population in the period 1810-
1860 was; (l) St. LoUis, (2) New· Orleans, (3) Charleston. 
259. (3) Colleges in the earl y 19th century were devoted mainly to the 
training of; (l ) physicians, (2) lmvyers, (3) clergymen. 
260. (l) America, in the firs t half of the 19th century, exhibited a 
great deal of interest in; (1) humru1itarian reform, (2) conservation 
of natural resources, (3) overseas expansion. 
261. (2) Photography came into use in the United States at about the same 
time as the; (l) steam. engine, (2} telegraph, (3) automobile. 
262. (2) The lyceums of the pre-Civil \var days lvere primarily engaged in 
furnishing; (! ) · entertainment, (2) adult education, (3) vocational 
training. 
263. (2) America's main exports to Eilrope until 1860 l~re; (1) corn and 
wheat, (2) cotton and tobacco, (3) meat products. 
264. (l) New England in the 19th century demanded a high tariff because 
of its; (l) growing interest in manufacturing, (2) investment in 
shipping, (3) desire for American sel~-sufficiency. 
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UNIT VIII 
Slavery and Sectionalism 
(i) The_ attitude of southern leaders on the slavery question changed 
betw·een 1800 and 1830 because the; (l} foreign slave trade \vas abol-
ished in 1808, (2) importance of cotton growing seemed to mru(e 
slavery a necessity, (3) North refused to have slaves counted tmvard 
representation in Congr.ess. 
(2) An indication of sectionalism is the; (1) establishment of a 
protective tariff in 1816, (2) Hissouri Compromise, (3) proclamation 
of the Monroe Doctrine. 
(3) The two most important national issues during the second quarter 
of the 18th century \vere; (1) free silver and the tariff, (2) the 
regulation of big business and labor unions, (3) slavery and terri-
torial expansion. 
(3) Abolitionism \vas discredited in the South because of; (1) Shay's 
Rebellion, (2) antics of the carpetbaggers, (3) Nat Turner's Insur-
rection. 
(1) The South by 1824 was opposed to a protective tariff because; 
(1) foreign manufacturers had to be able to sell goods to America in 
order to be able to buy American cotton, (2) the rates on exported 
cotton \vere too high, (3) much foreign money was invested in southern 
plantations. 
( 3) The Southerner \vho checked the nullification movement in South 
Carolina was; (1) John c. Calhoun, (2) Daniel \vebster, (3) Andrew 
Jackson. 
271. (1) The "Exposition and Protest" maintained that a federal la\v nul-
lified by a state might still go into effect if; (1 ) three-fourths of ~~­
all states approved it, (2) the Supreme Court ruled it Constitutional, 
(3) no other state nullified it. 
272. (1) The right to determine the constitutionality of a national law 
according to the doctrine of nullification finally resided in; (l) the 
states, (2 ) Congress, (3) the Supreme Court. 
273. (2) The idea that the Union \vas more than a compact bet\veen the 
states was asserted by; (1) the Hartford Convention, (2) tvebster 1s re-
ply to Hayne, (3) the Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions. 
274. (2) \lhich of the follmving men >vas most hostile to the institution 
of slavery? ~ 1 ) Abraham Lincoln, (2) William L. Garrison, (3 ) S~ephen 
A . Douglas.· 
.L_ __ _ 
275. (3) For a period of time the United States citizen was deprived of 
his right of petition by the; (1) Ostend Manifesto, (2) Freeport 
Doctrine , (3) Gag Resolution •. 
276. (3) An attempt to bar slavery from territory to be gained from 
Mexico by \var w·as contained in the; (1) Compromise of 1850, (2) Os-
tend Manifesto, (3) \1ilmot Proviso. 
277. (2 ) The Compromise of 1850 provided for; (1) popular s overeignty i n 
Kansas and Nebraska, (2) a strict fugitive slave la\v, ( 3) the admis-
sion of California as a slave state. 
278. (3) Many southerners supported t he Compromise of 1850 because it; 
(1) legalized slavery in the remaining territories of the United 
States , (2 ) equalized northern and southern representation in the 
Senate, ( 3) contained a law for t he return of fugitive slaves. 
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(3) The provision of the Compromise of 1850 which was most diffi-
cult to enforce was the; (1 ) abolition of the slave trade in the 
District of Columbia, (2) squatter sovereignty in Ne\v Mexico and 
Utah, ( 3) stricter fugitive slave la'"• 
(2 ) The most severe federal fugitive slave law vas contained in the; 
(1) Black Codes, (2 ) Compromise of 1850, (3) \vilmot Proviso. 
(3 ) The man bitterly attacked by abolitionists in 1850 as being a 
traitor to their cause \vas; (1) \Villiam L. Garrison, (2) Abraham Lin-
coln, (3) Daniel Webster. 
(2) Settlers \vere permitted to decide for themselves the question of 
slavery in the territory by; (1) the Dred Scott Decision, (2) popular 
sovereignty, (3) the 'ivilmot Proviso. 
(3 ) The decade of peace of the 1850's was of a great advantage to the 
North because; {1 ) it gave the govenunent a chance to develop a 
standing army, ( 2) the north developed a pmverful navy, ( 3) r ailroad 
construction strengthened the ties bet\veen the North and t he West. 
{1) During t he period from 1850 to 1860, American attention \vas 
mostly absorbed by; (1) sectional c ontroversy, (2 ) territorial expan-
sion, ( 3) regulation of business . 
(1 ) The vote cast for t he Free Soil Party in 1852 indicated t hat; 
{1) the majority of people did not wish to quarrel over the existence 
of slavery, (2) slavery \vas no longer a major national issue, (3) the 
Dr ed Scott decision had settled the question of slavery. 
II I 286. (2) The Kansas-Nebraska bill provided that; (1) slavery be prohibited 
in Kansas and Nebraska, (2) the Missouri Compromise be repealed, 
I 
(3) slavery be permitted in Kansas and Nebraska. 
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( 3) A provision of the Kansas-Nebraska bill lvas that; (l) Kansas 
was declared a slave state, (2) Nebraska 'vas declared a free state, 
(3) popular sovereignty was provided for in these t\vo territories. 
(2) The Freeport Doctrine proclaimed by Senator Douglas of I llinois 
declared that; (l ) slave owners could bring their slaves anY'mere, 
(2) the people of a territory could bar slavery, (3) slavery could 
be prohibited in any nevvly acquired territory. 
1 289. (2) The Dred Scott Decision of 1857 stated that; (1) Congress could 
abolish slavery in the territories, (2) Congress could not deprive 
an owner of his slave, (3) slaves coming into a free state \vould 
automatically become free. 
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(2) The slavery problem constantly before Congress prior to 1860 con-
cerned the; (1) importation of slaves, {2) status of slavery in the 
territories, (3) abolition of slavery. 
(2) The South opposed the presidential candidacy of Stephen A. Doug-
las in 1860 because he; (1) favored the exclusion of slavery from the 
territories, (2) opposed protecting slavery in territories in lvhich 
the settlers would bar it, (3) approved the Dred Scott decision. 
(2) The Republican platform of 1860 appealed to the lvestern vote 
because of the; (l) abolition of slavery, (2) Homestead Act, (3) Tar-
iff Provision. 
(2) Slavery w·as opposed on the grotmds that the United States could 
not continue to be divided on the question by; (1) William Lloyd Gar-
rison, . (2 ) Abrahrun Lincoln, (3) Stephen A. Douglas. 
(3) A basic cause of the Civil lvar was; ( ) Lincoln's open deter-
mination to abolish slavery, (2) the Tariff question, (3) northern 
hostility to the institution of slavery. 
(3) Many poor white southerners supported slavery because they; 
(1) could hire slave labor, (2) hoped to own slaves themselves, 
(3) ,.,ere afraid of Negro domination. 
296. (3) The two varied interests which combined in the formation of the 
Republican party were the; (1) Free Soilers and the Free Traders, 
(2) Anti-Nebraska Democrats and the Southern Whigs, (3) Free Soilers 
and the Protectionists. 
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UNIT IX 
The \var Between The States And Reconstruction 
(1861-1876) 
297. (3} An advantage that the South possessed over the North at the out-
set of the Civil War \vas; (1) greater financial resources, (2) ~­
varied industrial development, (3) superior military leadership. 
298. (3) The South believed that Great Britain \vould interfere with a 
northern blockade of the Confederacy because; (1 ) Great Britain feare 
the creation of a powerful United States navy, (2) the British re-
sented the growing northern industrial competition, (3) the British 
textile industry needed raw cotton. 
299. (2) I t \vas difficult for the South to secure foreign loans during 
the Civil 'V'ar principally because of t he; (1) refusal of foreign 
nations to recognize the Confederacy, (2) effectiveness of t he north-
enl blockade, (3) surplus of cotton in England. 
300. (2) A completely effective blockade of the South during t he Civil 
\var was chiefly hindered by the; (1) failure of France and Great 
Britain to cooperate, (2) resourcefulness of Confederate blockade-
runners, (3) control of the ~~ss'i'ssippi by the South • 
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301. (3) The most important part, of Union strategy throughout the Civil 
l·lar was probably; (1) the c'apture of Vicksburg, (2) Sherman 1 s March 
to the Sea, (3) the blockade of t he South. 
302. (1) The l ast major military objective of the North in the Civil War 
t o be real ized was the; (1) capture of the Confederate capital, 
(2) control of the Mississippi, (3) division of the Confederacy in 
tl-TOe 
303. (3) The principal advantage of the South during the Civil \-Yar \vas; 
(1) her large supply of cotton, (2) her slave l abor, (3) that she \vas 
fighting on her own soil. 
304. (1 ) The Confederacy financed tl1e Civil War largely by; (1) issuing 
paper notes, (2 ) levying taxes on exported cotton, (3) selling bonds 
in Europe. 
305. (2) The North financed the Civil War largely by; (1) nigher tariff 
rates, (2) sale of bonds, (3) increased taxation. 
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307. (3) During the Civil War the North declined in its; (1) rail road 
construction, (2) textile manufacturing, (3). merchant marine. 
308. (3) The chief reason restraining Lincoln from freeing the slaves 
during the early part of the Civil tvar was the; (1) belief that eman-
cipation was unconstitutional, (2) opposition of Northern industrial-
ists, (3) fear of losing the loyalty of the border states. 
309. (3) Slavery was abolished in the states of Delaware and Kentucky by 
the; (1) Dred Scott decision, (2) Emancipation Proclamation, (3) Thir-
teenth Amendment. 
310. (3) The chief result of freeing the slaves in the South was that; 
(1) cotton was no longer the chief export crop, (2) the South depended 
on other sections for food stuffs, (3) large plantations \vere divided 
il\to small farms. 
311. (2) The greatest loss to the South during the Civil War period re-
sulted from the; (1 ) confiscation of land, (2) abolition of slavery, 
(3) destruction of foreign comnerce. 
312. (2) Northern politicians who took advantage of conditions in the 
South f ollmving the Civil \var ivere called; (1) Copperheads, (2) Car-
petbaggers, ( 3) Scalmvags . 
313. ( 3) Native Southerners \~10 sought political pmver in alliance ivith 
Negroes and Northern politicians ivere called; (1) Carpetbaggers, 
(2) Copperheads, (3) Scalawags . 
314. (1) Lin.:::oln and Johnson based their pmver to reconstruct the South 
on the belief that the southern states; (1) had never been out of the 
Union, (2) were to be considered as territories, ( 3) \vere to be re-
garded as a foreign conquest. 
315. (3) The most important reason for Congressional opposition to the re-
construction of the South by the President following the Civil \var \vas 
that the; (1) President was unsympathetic to the problem of the Ne-
groes, (2) South was planning to resume the struggle, (3) Congress 
resented t he leniency shoivn the South. 
316. (2) Congress stabilized t he currency in 1866 by; (1) establishing 
the gold standard, (2) making greenbacks redeemable in gold, (3) set-
ting up the Federal Reserve System. 
317. (3) The authority for Presidential reconstruction was derived pri-
marily from the President's; (1) veto power, (2) power to make 
treaties, (3) power of pardon. 
318. (2) Napoleon III, i n overthrmving the He.xican government, challenged 
t he American; (1) Open Door policy, (2) Monroe Doctrine , (3) Consti-
tution. 
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UNIT X 
The Period of National Expansion 
(1860-1900) 
(2 ) The policy of t he United States, -.;vhich was responsible for the 
rapid growth of t he \vest after the Civil \var is indicated in the; 
(l) Embargo Act, (2) Homestead Act, (3) Species Circular. 
(1 ) The Granger Hovement \vas an orgrui ization of; (1) farmers, 
(2) laborers, (3) veterans. 
(3) An author -.;'/hose lvritings lvere primarily concerned with the hard-
ships of the American farmer \vas, (l ) Bret Harte, (2) Mark Twain, 
{3) Hamlin Garland. 
(2) Bret Harte 1 s short stories, for the most part, had as a back-
ground the; (1) ranching areas, (2) mining frontier, (3) fanning 
locale. 
(3) The historian primarily noted for his contribution to the w1-
derstru1dli1g of the importance of the frontier in American History 
\vas; (l) Charles A. Beard, (2) Francis Parkman, (3) Frederick Jack-
son Turner. 
(2 ) The smallest group among the settlers lvho \vent homesteading in 
the \vest follm..ring the Civil War was the; (1 ) Civil Far veterans, 
(2) freed slaves, (3) immigrants. 
(2) The \vay of life \vhich was the l ast to become established in the 
Great Plains of the \\'est \vas; (l ) cattle raising, (2) farming, 
(3) mining. 
(2) The mechanization of agrictliture resulted in the reduction of; 
(l ) farm surpluses, (2) the number of small farms, (3) the number of 
tenant farmers. 
(2 ) Large scale grain farming \·ras made possible by the invention of; 
{l) Eli Whitney, (2) Cyrus McCormick, (3) Samuel Horse. 
(3) An undesirable effect of the public land policy of the National 
Government after the Civil War \vas that it; (l) tended to create too 
many tenant farmers, (2) prevented .the rapid settlement of the ivest, 
(3) encouraged \vasteful use of the soil. 
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UNIT XI 
Political Developments 
(1876-1900) ' 
. 329. (1) The Republican party, in the latter half of the 19th century, 
favored, (1) a high tariff, (2) restrictions on immigration, (3) ex-
tensive public \vorks. 
330. (2 ) The Republican party, after the Civil \•lar, was most favorable · to 
the interests of; (1) ~vestern farmers, (2 ). Northern industrialists, 
(3) the \vage-earning classes. 
331. (2) The issue between the Republicans and Democrats which was most 
clearly defined, follmving the Civil \var, concerned the; (1 ) gold 
standard, (2) tariff, (3) civil service reform. 
332. (2 ) The \vest, follm.,ring the Civil \Var, generally favored the issue 
of greenback because; (1) the lvar had made prices very high, (2) ris-
ing prices \vould help debt-ridden farmers, (3) this would increase 
the market for silver. 
333. (2 ) The group active during the 1870's in securing state legislation 
regulating railroad rates and lvarehouse charges was the; (1) Muck-
rakers, (2) Grangers, (3) Muglvumps. 
334. (1) Mter t he panic of 1873, most \vestern farmers favored raising 
agricultural prices by; (1) increasing the volume of paper money, 
(2) putting a high tariff on agricultural imports, (3) reducing the 
amount of land available for settlement. 
335. (1 ) The Government coined 2,000,000 silver dollars monthly on the 
authority of the; (1) Bland-Allison Act, (2) Treasury Department, 
(3) National Bank. 
336. (3) The Democratic candidate for President in 1876 who had been re-
sponsible for breaking up the Tweed Ring in Nelv York City \vas; 
(1) \V:.j.lliam J. Bryan, (2) james G. Blaine, (3) Samuel J. Tilden. 
337. (2) The conservative element of t he Republican party in the 1870's 
\vas called the; (1) Halfbreeds, (2) Stalwarts, _ (3) Muglvumps. 
338. (3) The Greenback party opposed the; (1) free coinage of silver, 
(2) expansion of the currency, (3 ) resumption of specie payment. 
339. (2) TI1e Pendleton Act of 1883, creating a Civil Service Commission, 
was given wide popular support because of the; (1) elevation of Chester 
M5 t . -
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A. J1rthur to the Presidency, (2) assassination of Pre~ident G~f~eld, JL ___ 
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(3) cooperation of the leaders of the major political parties. 
340. (2) Members of the reform element of the Republican party in 1884 
\vere called; (1) Stah1arts, (2) Muglvuinps, (3) Scala\vags. 
341. (2 ) President Cleveland proposed to reduce the Treasury surplus 
during his first administration by; (1) starting an internal improve-
ments plan, (2) reducing the tariff, (3) increasing govertunent sal-
aries. 
342. {2) President Cleveland 's defeat in 1888 was largely due to his 
stand o~ (1) Civil Service reform, (2) tariff reduction, (3) free 
silver. 
343. (1 ) The third parties of the period following the Civil War usually 
demanded; (1) a revision of the tariff, (2) a protective tariff, 
(3) Negro suffrage. · 
344. (3) The Populist party reached the height of its polver in 1892 under 
the Presidential candidacy of; (1) William]. Bryan, {2) Eugene v. 
Debbs, (3) james B. \veaver. 
345. (2) The Democratic party platform of 1896 contained many of the eco-
nomic and monetary policies of the; (1) Socialist party, (2) Populist 
party, ( 3) Republican party. 
346. (2 ) The major political parties \vere reluctant to enact a Civil Serv 
ice law because they felt that; (1) the people \vould oppose restric-
tions on government employment, (2) distribution of government jobs 
was necessary for political stre~gth, (3) the English Civil Service 
347. 
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UNIT XII 
Economic Developments 
(1865-1900) 
(2) The group which has been most in favor of tariff protection has 
been the; (1) merchants, (2) mru1ufacturers, ( 3) small farmers. 
(3) An argument for a high protective tariff is that it \vould; 
(1) encourage trade betw·een nations, (2) lmver t he cost of living, 
(3) stimulate the development of industries . 
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_j_349 . __ (_2_)_ The grant given by railroads to large shippers whom t hey favored 
was called; (1) pooling, (2) rebate, (3) graft. 
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350. (3) The organization of trusts in the latter part of the 19th cen-
tury had the result of; (1) increasing the cost of distribution, 
(2) raising the cost of production, (3) keeping prices up. 
351. (3) The first means to be used by business interests to reduce co~ 
petition w·as called the; (1) trust, (2) holding policy, (3) pool. 
352. (2) The most important reason for the formation of trusts during t he 
latter part of the 19th century was to; (1) force the railroads to 
lmver their rates, (2) . increase profits by reducing competition, 
(3) reduce taxes on industry. 
353. (3) The group that exercised the greatest control over our national 
government during the l ast quarter of the 19th century was the; 
(1) farmers, (2) laborers, (3) businessmen. 
354. (2) The largest share of American capital during the last quarter of 
the 19th century \vent into; (1) steel plants, (2) railroads, (3) tex-
tile factories. 
355. (2) The most important reason for the hugh gro\vth of industry fol-
lmving the Civil vlar ;vas the; (1) immigration policy, (2) high pro-
tective tariff, (3) public land policy. 
356. (3) A writer responsible for revealing the evils of industrial mon-
opoly \vas; {1) Harriet B. Stowe, (2) Edna Ferber, (3) Ida Tarbell. 
357. {3) The group most successful in organizing so as to reduce compe-
tition during t he last quarter of the 19th century was; (1) farmers, 
(2) miners, (3) industrialists. 
358. (2) The chief contribution of European nations to the rapid develop-
ment of our industries following the Civil lvar \vas in furnishing; 
(1) ra\v materials, (2) labor supply, (3) markets. · 
359. (3) The outstru1ding example of a fortune built on an industrial mon-
opoly is the career of; (1) Thomas A. Edison, (2) Henry Ford, (3) john 
D. Rockefeller. 
360. (2) The first American \vorkmen to become adequately unionized were 
the; (l) coal miners, (2) railroad \vorkers, (3) merchant seamen. 
\ 361. (2) The chief danger to Democratic government in the United States 
from 1875 to 1900 lay in the; (1) difficulty of Americanizing the 
immigrants, (2) influence of big business on government, (3) rapid 
territorial expansion of the nation. 
362. (2) The immigrants who came to the United 
ally; (1) tended to settle in rural areas, 
educated, (3) were easily assimilated. 
States after 1890 gener- l 
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363. (3) A steadily increasing percentage of the immigrants to this 
country during the 19th century 1-rere; (1) farmers, (2) mechanics, 
(3) unskilled laborers. 
364. (3) The group which did not benefit economically by a liberal inmrl-
gration policy 1vas; (1) the farmers, (2) the manufacturers, (3) or-
ganized labor. 
365. (2) The first group of immigrants to be barred from the United States 
\vas; (1) persons lvho could not read or write, (2) the Chinese, (3) 
(3) Southern Europeans. 
366. (3) Most of the Irish immigrants in the 19th century made their 
living at first as; (l) farmers, (2) skilled artisans, (3) laborers. 
367. (1) The important American labor unions have never demanded; (1) gov-
ernment ownership of factories, (2) restrictions on immigration, 
(3) enactment of social security legislation. 
368. (3) The group receiving the greatest benefits from unionization dur-
ing the last fif"j::y years have been; (1) 11white collar" \vorkers, 
(2) agricultural \torkers, (3) skilled industrial \vorkers. 
369. (1) A ivoman knO\m for her social \vork among the underprivileged was; 
(1) Jane Adams, (2) Clara Barton, (3) Frances E. W'illard. 
370. (2) Labor unions have often demanded that the government should; 
1371, 
(l) adopt a policy of free trade, (2) restrict llw1ugration, (3) leave 
industry alone. 
(2) ~Yhat of the following contributed most to. the grO\vth of the meat-
packing industry: (1) Canning industry, (2) Refrigerated freight car, 
(3) Chemical means of preserving meat. 
I 372. (2) The trusts of the late 19th century were usually concerned with; 
(1) goods produced chiefly for export, (2) controlling the production 
of a single commodity, (3) goods produced for government use. 
UNrr XIII 
Foreign .Affairs 
(1890-1900 ) 
373. (2) The boundary dispute betw·een Venezuela and British Guiana was 
settled by; (1) direct negotiation, (2) arbitration by a tribunal, 
( 3) a treaty between the United States and Great Britain. 
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374. (2 ) The dispute betlveen Great Britain and the United States over 
the seal fisheries in the Bering Sea \vas settled by; (1) direct ne-
gotiation, (2) arbitration, (3) a treaty bet\veen the United States 
and Canada. -
375. (2) The majority of I\merican people, in entering the Spanish-
American War, \vere motivated chiefly by; (1) a desire to annex terri-
tory, (2) sympathy for the Cubans, (3) the ·desire for increased trade. 
376. (2) The result of the Spanish-American War which aroused the great-
est controversy in the United States \¥as the; (1) liberation of Cuba, 
(2) acquisition of the Phillipine Islands, (3) increased size of the 
Army and Navy. 
377. (2) An important result of the Spanish-American \.far \vas the; (1) ac-
quisition of Cuba by the United States, (2) increased American centro 
over the Caribbean region, (3) grnwth of ill \vill bet1veen Mexico and 
the United States. 
378. (2 ) The most difficult problem ar1s1ng from the Spanish-American War 
\vas the; (1) conquest of Cuba, (2) pacification of the Phillipines, 
(3) occupation of Puerto Rico. -
379. (3) The provision that Cuba should never cede territory to a f oreign 
pmver \vas contained in the; (1) Ostend Nanifesto, (2) De Lome letter, 
(3) Platt Amendment. 
380. (2) The United States \vas able to maintain the Monroe Doctrine for a 
century without vast armament expenditures because; (1) Latin-American 
nations vigorously supported this doctrine, (2) England maintained 
naval supremacy in the Atlantic Ocean, (3) European nations felt that 
imperialism was no longer profitable. 
UNIT XIV 
The Progressive Era 
(1900-1916) 
381. (3) The early anti-trust laws attempted to protect the public against 
big business by; (1 ) establishing government regulation of wages, hours 
and prices. 
382. (1) The Federal Trade Conunission, by the Act of 1904, received the 
authority to; (1) advise in the re-organization of business charged 
lvith violating the anti-trust law·s, (2) market farm surpluses abroad L 
at lmv prices, (3) regulate the rates charged by transportation com-
panies. 
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383. (2) The Clayton Anti-trust Act was an improvement over the Sherman 
Anti-trust Act because; (1) definite penalties were prescribed, 
(2) illegal business practices were definitely listed, (3) enforce-
ment' was placed in the hands of the Interstate Commerce Co~nission. 
384. (2) The goverrunent 1 s attitude tow·ard trusts during the Progressive 
Era \vas that; (l) all trusts \vere bad because they crushed competi-
tion, (2) good trusts should be allowed to exist under government 
supervision, (3) governments should not interfere \vith business of 
any kind . 
385. {3) The important legislation passed during the period 1900 to the 
First \vorld War \vas designed to protect the interests of; (1) union 
men, (2) businessmen, (3) the consumers. 
386. (2) The conservation of forests is of national importance to; 
(1) maintain the necessary fuel supply, (2) prevent floods, (3) fos-
ter \vild life • 
387. (1) The Progressive Movement before t he First World War was least 
concerned \vith the; {1) enactment of Social Security laws, 2) reform 
of municipal politics, (3) increased popular control of government . 
388. (2) President Theodore Roosevelt \vas least successful in the matter 
of; (1) international affairs, (2) monetary reform, (3) regulation of 
big business. 
389. (3) The Taft administration failed to bring about reform in the mat-
ter of; (1) conservation of natural resources, (2) trust busting, 
(3) tariff revision. 
390. (2 ) The political platforms of the three important parties in 1912 
all; (1) advocated free trade, (2 ) put forward progressive principles, 
(3) demanded the abolition of trusts. 
391. (3) President \vilson· failed to sponsor important reforms concerning; 
(l) tariff revision, (2) regulation of industry, (3) conservation of 
natural resources. 
392. (2) A writer l'/ho exposed anti-social conditions in the industrial 
and political life of the nation v;as called a; {1) Huckraker, (2) Hug 
\vump, ( 3) Scala,'/ag. 
393. (2) The banking system organized in the United States in 1913 i s · 
kno\Vli as the; (1) National Banking System, (2) Federal Reserve System, 
(3) National Treasury System. 
394. (2) The chief purpose of the United States in building the Panama 
Canal was to; (1) compel transcontinental railroads to reduce their 
rates, (2) increase the efficiency of the American Navy, (3) shorten 
the travel time between the East and West c<>ast of the United States . 
x;o . 
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395. · (2) The most important reason for Latin-American dissatisfaction 
over the way the United States acquired the Panama Canal zone was 
that; (1) the United States insisted on the right to fortify the 
area, (2) the territorial rights of Columbia \vere not properly re-
spected, (3) Panama \v-as made a dependency of the United States. 
396. (3 ) The islands which lie closest to the Panama Canal are the; 
(1) Hawaiian Islands, (2) Aleutian Islands, (3) Virgin Islands. 
397. (2) The chief purpose of the American-Caribbean policy during the 
first quarter of the 20th century was to; (1) guarantee the sectrrity 
of the Panama Canal, (2) protect American investments, (3) enforce 
the Monroe Doctrine. 
398. (l) President Wilson opposed the recognition of Huerta as President 
of Mexico because the latter had; (1 ) come to pow·er by assassinating 
President Hadero, (2) closed Hexican ports to American shipping, 
(3) confiscated property belonging to ;~ricans. 
399. (2) The dispute bet1veen the United States and Mexico during \vilson 1 s 
administration was settled by the; (1) arbitration by the World 
Court, ( 2) mediation by three important South .American countries, 
( 3) intervention by European po·wers. 
400 . (3) The · Jones Act pledged independence to the Phillipine Islands on 
the condition that they; (1) grant permanent naval and military bases 
· to the United States, (2) \vould adhere to American policy in world 
affairs, (3) establish a stable government. 
UNIT XV 
World War I and the "Return to Normalcy" 
(1914-1929) 
401. (1) The American entry into the First World ~var was chiefly due to; 
(1) German interference with American shipping, (2) treaties existing 
bet\>Veen America and the allies, ( 3) declaration of '\var by Germany. 
402. (2) The United States held that Germany's unrestricted submarine 
warfare was contrary to international la\v because; (1) neutral ves-
sels were subjected to search and seizure, (2 ) vessels 1vere sunk lvith 
out warning and regard for the safety of those on board, (3) captured 
seamen on neutral ships \vere treated as combatants. 
403. (3) Which of the foll01ving statements cannot be given as a reason 
for the entrance of the United States into 11Torld lvar I? (1) The United 
States wanted to safeguard Democratic principles of government, 
(2) Financiers wanted to protect loans made to allied nations, 
(3) The United States sought territory in the event of victory. 
404. (l) ;~merican loans to the Allies \vere much greater than those made 
to the Central Powers previous to our entry into World 'var I because; 
(l) allied control of the seas prevented German purchases in the 
United States, (2) American financiers felt that Germany \·Tas doomed 
to defeat, (3) the Central Powers \vere self-sufficient economically. 
405. (2 ) The method of financing \vhich the United States did not resort 
to in V.lorld War I was; (l) income tax, (2) the issuance of green-
backs, (3) direct tax upon lUA~lries. 
406 . (3) The most important method used by the United States to meet the 
cost of Horld War I \vas the; (l ) floating of loans abroad, (2) in-
creasing of current taxes, (3) sale of bonds. 
407. (l ) The chief service of the United States Navy during World \var I 
was to; (l) guard the American troop transports, (2) blockade the 
German coast, ( 3) sweep the German Merchant l'1arine from the seas. 
408. (l) The group which profited least from the great increase in Ameri-
can export trade that resulted from the outbreak of \vorld \var I \vas 
the; (l) 11 \.ffiite collar" \vorkers, (2) farmers, (3) factory \vorkers. 
409. (2) h1 importru1t meru1s used by the United St ates to maintain an 
adequate labor supply during ~vorld \·lar I \vas; (l) unrestricted immi-
gration, (2 ) replacement of men by women, (3) a labor draft. 
410. (2 ) The group which has consistently opposed war on moral grounds 
has been t he; (l) . Copperheads, (2) Quakers, (3) Stal\varts . 
411. (3) The last right to be secured by American \vomen \vas that of; 
(l) obtaining a college education, (2) engaging in business, (3) vo-
ting and holding public office. 
412. (3) The civil rights of t he American people have been most severely 
limited when the United States was; (1) engaged in territorial expan-
sion, (2) passing t hrough a period of economic depression, (3) in-
volved in lvar. 
413. (2) l.Voodrmv Wilson 1 s fourteen points had to do \vith; (l) economic 
problems within the United States, (2) a proposed basis for peace, 
(3) Latin-ft~erican relations. 
414. (2) The United States,_ during the First lvorld War chru1ged from; (1) an agricultural to an industrial nation, (2) a debtor to a credit-
or nation, (3) a rural to an urban nation. 
l 
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415. (1 ) The provision in the fourteen points lvhich vms most in conflict 
with the "secret treaties" of t he allied governments was; (1 ) impar-
tial adjustment of territorial claims, (2) reduction of armaments, 
( 3) removal of national economic barr i ers. 
416. (l ) The aims of American diplomats at t he peace conferences f ollow·-
ing \vorld Har I differed from those of the other allied statesmen 
in t hat t he United States; (1) expected no reparations, (2 ) opposed 
t he establishment of a League of Nati ons, (3} opposed ruLy territor-
ial cessions by the defeated pm.ver s. 
417. (3) The United St ates most strongly opposed Woodrmv \Vilson 's policy 
of; (1 ) aiding the allies, (2) conscription, ( 3) establishing an in-
ternational organization.· 
418. (l ) The chief objection li1 t he United States to ratifying t he Ver-
sailles Treaty was due to; (1 ) a fear of foreign entanglements t hroug 
the League of Nations, (2 ) a belief t hat ti1e allied war debts to t he 
United St ates should be pai d i n f ull , (3) an unwi llingness to keep 
Germany down. 
419. (2 ) Woodro\v Wilson felt t hat his gr eatest failure \vas his inability 
to; (1 ) keep America out of war, (2) get America to join the League 
of Nations, ( 3) prevent the post-war depression. 
420. (3) Jm important issue in the election of 1920 was; (1 ) cancellation 
of war debts, (2) regulation of trusts, (3) participation in \vorld 
affairs. 
421. (1 ) America 1 s policy toward Europe in t he ten years after t he First 
\vorld War \vas t o; (1) try to avoid European political affairs, (2) a-
bolish many trade barriers bet\veen t he United St ates and Europe, 
(3 ) enpouraged t he union of Democrat ic governments in Europe. 
422. (3) The United States, during t he decade foll owing the First World 
ivar, made t he greatest effort to carry out t he part of 'ivoodrm..; \vil-
son 1 s peace program \vhich dealt wi th ; (1 ) promotion of international 
trade, (2) formation of a.11 int ernational organization, ( 3) disarma-
rrent. 
423. (2) I f American tariff duties duri ng the decade following World \var 
I had been lmvered, it probabl y tvoul d have resulted in; (1) a decline 
of exports from t his country, (2 ) increased ability of debtor nations 
to pay their debts here, (3) a decline li1 imports to this country. 
424. ( 3) The Uni ted States, during t he first quarter of the 19th century, 
most often restored orderly governments in many Central PJmerican and 
Caribbean nations by; {l ) application of economic penalties, (2) an-
nexation to t he United States, (3) use of armed forces. 
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425 . ( 3) The action of the United States \vhich contributed · to \vor ld 
peace after \vorld War I \vas the; (l ) cancellation of the \var debts, 
(2) joining of the League of Nations, (3) position taken on naval 
disarmament. 
426. (l) A result of t he Washington Conference (1921) was the; (l) agree-
ment to abolish extra-territoriality in China, (2) withdralval of 
J apan from the Asiatic mainla1id, (3) prohibition of the future 
building of battleships. 
427. (2) The treaty, of ·which the only purpose was to prevent the nations 
concerned from fighting an offensive lrar, was the; ( 1) Treaty of 
Versailles, (2 ) Kellogg-Briand Pact, (3) Treaty of Portsmouth. 
428 . (2 ) The industry least rosperous in the period 1921-1929 was the; 
(l) automobile, (2) agriculture, (3) public utilities. 
429. (2) The aruninistration of P~esident Harding is usually associated 
\vith; (1) an economl.c Ciepression, (2) political corruption, (3) terri 
torial expansion. 
430. (2) The only man to have been both President of the United States and 
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court was; (1) Charles Evans Hughes , 
(2) \villiam Hmvard Taft, (3) John Harshall. 
431. (2) The Presidential election of 1912 was similar to that of 1924 in 
that; (1 ) ti~e joining of the League of Nations was the chief issue, 
(2) a strong t hird party 1·ras in the contest, (3) both major parties 
favored a protective tariff. 
· 432. (2) The candidate for the Presidency favored by t he Progressives in 
the election of 1924 was; (1) William J. Bryan, (2) Robert H. Lafol-
lette, (3) Eugene v. Debs. 
I 
433 . (1) Much of P~esident Coolidge's economic program was based on his 
belief that there should be; (l) less governmental interference in 
business, (2) government aid for social reform, (3) government price 
support for agricultural products. 
434 . (2) The Trade Union Hovement lost ground in the decade follmving 
lvorld Vlar I because of t he ; (1 ) r estrictions placed on unions by the 
Clayton Act, (2) diminishing importance of t he old crafts and trades 
due to ne\v production teclmiques, ( 3) economic depression. 
1435. (3) Imrnigration to the United States was greatest in t he period; (l) 1860-1879, (2) 1880-1899, (3) 1900-1919. 
I 1436 . 
:\ 
(3) The total population of t he United States became equally divided 
bet\-reen urban and rural population in the year; (1) 1880, (2) 1900, 
(3) 1920. 
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(2) The chief cause of strained relations between the United States ' 
and Mexico. after \vorld lvar I ,.,as; (1) Mexico 1 s refusal to cooperate 
in preventing illegal innnigration to the United States, (2) Mexican 
confiscation of American property, (3) Hexico's undemocratic fonn of 
government. 
UNIT XVI 
.The Depression and the \Vorld Crisis 
(1929-1939) 
(3) The condition which has preceded every major depression in the 
United States has been; (1) a crop failure , (2) a \var, (3) an over-
eA~ansion of credit. 
(2 ) The conference at which the United States ru.mounced its policy 
of non-intervention in Latin-American affairs was the; (1) Washing-
ton Conference (1921) , {2) Hontivideo Conference (1933), (3) London 
Conference (1930) . 
(2) As evidence of our 11 good-neighbor" policy tO\vard Latin-America, 
Congress has repealed the; (1) Honroe Doctrine, (2) Platt Amendment, 
(3) Ostend Manifesto. 
(1) The most important reason for t he first election of Franklin 
D. Roosevelt was that; (1} t he Hoover administration seemed unable to ., 
handle the economic depression, (2 ) t he nation is normally Democratic, 
( 3) there 1vas a serious split within the epublican pcxty. _ I 
(2 ) At Franklin D. Roosevelt's first inauguration there v.ras a serious 
cr1s1s in regard to; (l ) international affairs, (2) banking and fi- I 
nance, (3) railroads and transportation. 
( 3) Franklin D. Roosevelt ' s first two terms as President sa1< the I 
greatest i ncrease in the amount of federal control over; (1) education, 
(2 ) the press, (3) banking and finance. I 
(1) The Roosevelt administration \vas less successful than other ad-
ministrations in; (l) balancing the budget, (2) providing social 
sectrrity, (3) maintaining good relations ldth Latin America. 
( 3) The agency created to regulate the sale of stocks and bonds \vas 
the; (1) R. F. C., (2) I. C. C., (3) S. E. C. 
II 
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(2) The chief reason for an unbalanced budget during Franklin D. 
Roosevelt 1 s first administration ;-ras that; {1) the nation 1 s armed 
forces had to be increased, (2) large sums \-rere needed for relief 
purposes, (3) European nations defaulted on their \·Tar debts. 
{2) The chief restriction on Ne\-r Deal legislation from 1932 to 1936 
was to be found in; (1) popular disapproval, (2) the Supreme Court, 
(3) Congressional opposition. · 
(3) The plank in the Democratic platform of 1932 \rl1ich was not ful-
filled was that of; (1) lowering tariff rates, (2) providing employ-
ment in public works, (3) reducing the cost of government. 
{2) The policies of Franklin D. Roosevelt differed most from those 
of Theodore Roosevelt in regard to; (1) conservation of natural re-
sources, (2) Latin-American affairs, ( 3) the maintenance of a strong 
Navy. 
(1) The fact that the United States has done aw·ay 'rith the Roosevelt 
corollary of the Monroe Doctrine can be seen in the; {1) lrithdra\-ral 
of the Harines from Nicaragua and Haiti, (2) military intervention in 
tl1e Dominican Republic, (3 ) granting of citizenship to t he Puerto 
Ricans. 
(2) The tariff policy follol-red by the United States since 1932 can 
be said to have; (1) maintained a tariff for protection only, (2) re-
duced our tariffs in rett~n for reductions on the part of foreign 
countries, (3) established free trade. 
(3) The chief dispute betw·een t he Republican and Democratic parties 
during the 1930's was in regard to; (1) foreign policy, (2) the tar-
iff, (3) social and economic reforms. 
(1) An important condition upon which the United States agreed to 
recognize Russia in 1933 w-as that; (1) Russia refrain from spreading 
propaganda in this country, (2) Russia would grant greater freedom 
to non-Russians under her rule, (3) Russia and the United States 
would conclude a defensive alliance against Japan. 
(2) One means by \vhich a President secures cooperation in putting 
t hrough his legislative program is called; (1) log-rolling, (2) pa-
tronage, (3) lobbying. 
( 3) The invention \vhich has produced the greatest change in the ~ 
erican social and economic life during the past t\venty-five years is 
the; (1) moving picture, (2) radio, (3) automobile. 
(3) The latest problem to be taken up by municipal g(.wernments has 
been that of providing; (1) better transportation facilities, (2) edu- ' 
cational opportunities, (3) improved public housing. 
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(2) The South \vas most successful during the 1930 1 s in; (l) de- .1 
creasing the number of tenant farmers, (2) attracting industries from 
the North, (3 ) raising its standard of living to the Northern level. 
(l) The American Federation of Labor ignored its traditional policy 
in the election of 1936 by; {l) endorsing a presidential candidate, 
(2) nominating its mvn candidate, (3) aiding the Socialist candidate. 
( 3) l111 important goal to the .1\merican Federation of Labor is to; 
(1 ) form a Labor Party, {2) replace Capitalism with Socialism, {3) im 
prove t he condition of the \vorker tmder the present system. 
( 3) The latest trend in religion in the United States is the; 
(1) increased foreign missionary activity, (2) formation of new- sects,! 
(3) cooperation of the various groups on s ocial problemso 
(3 ) The 20th 1mrren~ent t o the Constitution of the United States; 
(1) repealed prohibition, (2) prohi bited child l abor, (3) abolished 
t he "Lame Duck" session. 
462. ( 2) The chief reason for a national reforestation project is to; 
(1) protect the lumber industry, ( 2) check floods and soil erosion, 
(3 ) provide hunting and fishing reserves. 
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UNIT XVII 
World \V"ar I I and I ts .Aftermath 
(1939 - ) 
(1 ) The committee on Fair Employment Practices was chiefly concerned ~~ 
,.nth the problems of; (1) race discrimination, (2 ) employment of [ 
women, (3) employment of aliens. 
(3) The United States placed its chief hope of avoiding \var during 
the period 1935 - 1940 on the; (1 ) Kellogg-Briand Pact, (2) League 
of Nations, (3) Neutrality Act. 
(3) Ame rican economic self-sufficiency is hampered by the lack of; 
(1 ) copper, (2) oil, (3) tin. 
(3) The lend-lease program differed most from our method of aiding 
our allies in World '.Yar I in the; (l ) use to be made of t he aid, 
(2) type of aid, ( 3) methods of repayment. 
(2) The appointments of Stimson and Knox as Secretary of \var and I 
Secretary of the Navy by President Roosevelt in 1940 \vere unusual in 
1
. 
tha_t both men \vere; ( 1) civilians, ( 2) Republicans, ( 3) anti-British. 1 
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468. (3) Japan, in trying to justify her program in the Orient, pointed 
to the /unerican; (1) Bill of Rights , (2) Declaration of Independence, 
(3 ) :Honroe Doctrine. 
469. (3) The japanese action >vhich inunediately preceded the attack on 
Pearl Harbor w·as; (1) a declaration of 1var on the United States, 
(2) a treaty >vith Russia, (3) peace talks in America. 
470. (2) Reltioning and price control 1vere imposed during World liar II 
primarily because of the; (1) tremendous needs of the armed forces, 
(2) desire to distribute civilian goods fairly, (3) need to aid 
civilian allied countries. 
471. (3) The \vartime measure lvhich made the greatest change in American 
civilian life was; (1) the increased income taxes, (2) the restric-
tions on railroad travel, {3) gasoline and tire rationing. 
472. (2) The japanese conquest of the Dutch East Indies took away from 
the United States an important source of; (1) coal, (2) rubber, 
(3) iron. 
473. (2) The lvar measure \vhich lvas used in both World \var I and II \vas; (1) government operation of the railroads, (2) sale of war savings 
bonds, {3) a broad food-rationing system. 
474. (1) The Atlantic Charter dealt ;vith; (1) human rights, (2 ) military 
strategy, (3) economic problems. 
475. (2) The group \vhich President Roosevelt called the 11 Copperheads of 
194ll' were the; (1) innnigrants from the Axis nations, (2) isolation-
ists, (3) conservatives. 
476. (2) The chief argument against the re-election of Franklin D. 
Roosevelt in 1940 was; (1) his conduct of the war, (2) the two-term 
tradition, (3) the state of his health. 
477. {3) The South American country ;vi.th which the United States has had 
the least satisfactory relations during the past decade is; (1) Bra-
zil, (2) Chile, ( 3) Argentina. 
478. (2) The Act of Chapultepec, adopted during World War II by the na-
tions of the Western hemisphere, provided for; (1} a joint declara-
tion of war against the Axis powers, (2) equal responsibility for pre-
serving the Monroe Doctrine, (3) the establislunent of free trade. 
479. (1) British and American troops >vere stationed in I ran during the 
war for the purpose of; (1) aiding the movement of supplies from 
Britain and America to Russia, (2) stopping a threatened German drive 
to the I ndian Ocean, (3) preventing Iran from joining the Axis. 
I 
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480. (3) The least difficult in the way of achieving ma.."timl.lln production 
of war materials dt1ring World \var II was the; (1) conversion of 
plants to war production, (2) problem of raw material shortages, 
(3) obtaining of necessary funds. 
481. (2) The most serious war production problem of the United States 
during the last year of the war \vas in; (1) raw materials, (2) man-
power, (3) transportation facilities. 
482. (1) The Truman administration ended lend-lease to Britain soon after 
the japanese surrender because; (1 ) it was required by the terms of 
the lend-lease act, (2) Britain no longer needed the program, 
(3) President Truman was displeased with British foreign policy. 
483. (1) The chief purpose of the 1944 meetings of Dunbarton-Oaks lvas to; 
(1 ) discuss the framework for a world organization, (2) plan the post-
war control of Germany and Japan, (3) formulate international trade 
agreements. 
484. (2) The chief argument for socialized medicine is that it would pro-
vide improved medical care for; (1 ) older people, (2) the lmv-income 
group, (3) schoolchildren. 
485. (2 ) Political parties obtain most of their funds from; (1 ) money 
voted by Congress, (2) donations from people, (3) state taxes. 
486. (3) President Truman's economic and social program is known as the; 
(1) "Square Deal, 11 (2 ) 11 Ne\v Freedom, 11 (3) 11Fair Deal. 11 
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